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BOUNDARIES OF SINGULARITY SETS,
REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES, AND

CR-INVARIANT SUBSETS OF CR-MANIFOLDS

BURGLIND JÖRICKE

ABSTRACT. Let H be a smooth hypersurface in ~, n ~ 3, and let M be a generic submani
fold of H of real codimension one. We describe classes of compact removable singularities
K for LP-80lutions of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations on H under the conditions
K C M 1 1 :5 p :5 00. The dassical theory gives results only in the case p > 1. But even for
p > 1 removable singularities for LP-solutions of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operators
may be metrically much more massive than the classical theory predicts.

There ja a relation of this problem with the problem of describing envelopes of holomorphy
of suitable neighbourhoods of H \ K. The most complete results for the last problem are
obtained in the case when H is the boundary an .of a strictly pseudoconvex domain 0, in
cn, n ~ 3. As before !( is assumed to be contained in a generic submanifold M of ao. The
results use the decomposition of the manifold M into CR-orbits. One section is devoted
to the geometry of the decomposition of a C R-manifold into C R-orbits. The minimal
obstructions for the germ of envelopes of holomorphy of suitable neighbourhoods of an \ K
to be equal to n\ Kare of two kinds. Either K is the boundary cf a complex variety of
codimension one in 0 or it is an exceptional minimal CR-invariant subset of M. The latter
case may occur as is shown by examples. Further examples show that the mentioned germ
of envelopes of holomerphy may be multisheeted. A couple of open problems is discussed.
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REMOVABLE SINGULARITIES 1

o. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

During the last few years the problem- of describing removable singularities of analytic
functions of several variables or of their boundary values became very popular. We mention
here especially the paper [St] which gives a survey of most of the relevant articles up to 1988
and contains a large number of related references. References of more recent papers are, for
example, [An-Ci], [Ci-St], [Duv], [Fo-St], {Jö2], [Jö3], [Law] , [Lu]. The popularity of this
subject, maybe, is based on the fact that there are various connections of this subject with
other ones and a number of "variations on the theme " itself.

We will not give here a survey of known results but we will recall some aspects of the
theory of removable singularities and related subjects. One problem is the following: Let
n c cn, n 2:: 2, be a bounded domain 0/ holomorphy. Characterize singularities 0/ analytic
/unctions, i.e. those closed subsets A of the closure n of n, for which the set n\A is a
domain 0/ holomorphy or the union 0/ domains 0/ holomorphy.

On the opposite side, we ask which closed sets A C n äre removable. This means, each
/unction which is analytic in n\A is the restrietion to n\A 0/ an analytic /unction in n.
In particular, a removable set does not contain any singularity set.

The most general problem, which includes both problems above, is to describe the envelope
of holomorphy 0/ the set n\A for domains 0/ holomorphy n and closed subsets A 0/ the
closure n. (In case f!\A is not connected the disjoint union of the envelopes of holomorphy
of the connected components of O\A is meant.) It turns out that although n is a domain
of holomorphy the envelope of holomorphy of O\A may not be a subset of cn , Le. it may
be multisheeted.

A central question is to describe the possible interseetion ]( = an n A 0/ singularity sets
or 0/ removable sets A with the boundary an. In other words, we are essentially interested
in envelopes of holomorphy of certain one-sided neighbourhoods of on\!(. We take here the
following definition of one-sided neighbourhoods. Let H be a hypersurface 0/ class Cl in
cn (i.e. in a neighbourhood of each of its points H is the level set of areal function of class
Cl with non-vanishing gradient, or equivalently, (see below) H is a proper sub-manifold
of cn of dass Cl and of real codimension one.) Let p be a point 0/ H. A one-sided
neighbourhood of p (with respect to H) is one 0/ the connected components 0/ U\H for
any neighbourhood U 0/ p in cn which is divided by H into two connected components.
A one-sided neighbourhood 0/ H is a set which contains a one-sided neighbourhood 0/ each
point 0/ H (with respect to H ).

The envelope of holomorphy depends in general on the choice of the one-sided neigh
bourhood of an\!(. At least for bounded strictly pseudoconvex domains n c cn and
one-sided neighbourhoods of an\!( (I( -# an) which are contained in n the corresponding
envelopes of holomorphy stabilize (i.e. they will not decrease for one-sided neighbourhoods
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contained in a suitable fixed one-sided neighbourhood of an\I(.) We will speak on the
germ of envelopes of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods of an\I( .

For avoiding the inconvenience of the described kind the problem is sometimes slightly
modified: For example, one considers the question of analytic extendability of analytic func
tions on an\K (i.e. of functions which are analytic in certain neighbourhood of an\I(
depending on the function) or the question of analytic extendability of continuous CR
functions on ßn\K. (As usual, a CR-function (CR-distribution, respectively) is the weak
solution of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations.) All these questions are closely re
lated one to the other and sometimes one of them is reduced to another one by varying the
domain (letting fixed the boundary part I(). The last setting of the problem, namely, the
question of analytic extendability of continuous CR-functions on an\I( seems to be nice
in each sense, nevertheless it has also some inconveniences: it consists of two problems, the
problem of analytic extension of continuous CR-functions to a one-sided neighbourhood
of an\I( and the problem of describing the envelope of holomorphy for a special dass of
analytic functions (those with continuous (but not necessarily bounded) boundary values on
an\K) see [Jö3] for the discussion of the problem for domains in (;2 .

We prefer to take here the setting of envelopes of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods
of an\!(. In particular, for a bounded domain 01 holomorphy n c cn a compact subset
]( 0/ an is called removable i/ an\!( is connected and the enve/ope 0/ holomorphy of any
domain n' = O\A with A = A c n and An an =!( is equal to n.

Thinking on these problems as on a generalization of Hartogs' classical theorem a more
precise term could be " Hartogs negleagible" or "boundary trace of a removable set", but the
shorter term "removahle" is established now.

If oue considers instead of all analytic functions those with boundary values on an\I(
being distributions of finite order or heing bounded functions or LP-functions we come after
the generalization to not necessarily pseudoconvex domains and an equivalent reformulation
to the following settings.

Let n c cn be a bounded domain with boundary of class C2 and let 1 ::; p ::; 00. A
compaet subset ]{ of an is called (LP, ab )-removable if each function f E LP(an) J which
satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations ab! = 0 (in the distributional sense) on
an \ I( satisfies the equation abI = 0 on the whole boundary an. !/ an is of class COO and
if for any distribution I on an for which abI = 0 on an\I( there exists a distribution 9
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on an with support on ]( such that ßb(f - g) = 0 on the whole boundary an then K lS

ca lied (E', ab) -removable.

In this reformulation we are concerned with removable singularities of (bounded or dis
tributional) solutions of partial differential equations in the classical sense (see, for example,
[Ha-Po].)

It is reasonable to speak on removable singularities in case of not necessarily closed hyper
surfaces in cn. Let H be an orientable connected hype/surface in (:Tl, H not neeessarily
closed. Fix a side of H. (Call it the positive side of H.) If a function f is analytic in a
one-sided neighbourhood of H which is situated on the positive side of H we will say that
f is analytic on the positive side of H .

Let now ]( be a relatively closed subset of H. ]{ is ealled removable (with respect to
Hand to the positive side of H) if the following holds. Let f be an arbitrary funetion
which is analytie on the positive side of H\l(. Then there exists a eonnected one-sided
neighbourhood 0 1 of H (01 must not necessarily be situated on the positive side of H)
which eontains the germ of one-sided neighbourhoods of H\l{ situated on the positive side
of H\I< and an analytic funetion on 0 1 whieh eoincides with f on the mentioned germ
of one-sided neighbourhoods of H\I<. For short, K is removable, il each function which is
analytic on the positive side 01 H\I< has analytic extension to a one-sided neighbourhood of
H.

(LP, ab) -removability and (E', ab )-removability with respect to H ean be defined in an
obvious way.

The most eomplete information on the problem we have for the smallest possible dimension
n = 2. We have a good understanding of removable sets and of the connection of removability
with other problems in case of domains of holomorphy n contained in C2. (See, among
others, [St], [Jö3].) For example, for a compact set I( in the boundary aB2 of the unit
ball B2 in C2 the germ of the envelopes of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods of
aB2

\]( which are contained in Jß2 is always contained in C2 and is equal to Iß2\j<. [<
denotes the polynomially convex hull of K. So, a compact set K C aB2 is removable iff it
is polynomially convex. The point of view of describing removable sets gave new progress
in getting sufficient geometrie conditions for .polynomial convexity ([Duv], [Fo-St],[JÖl]).
Moreover, the detailed study of singularity sets for special domains in C2 led to a new proof
of the well-known Corona theorem for the unit disc in the plane ([Be-Ra], [Slo]).

In this paper we will consider the question for domains in cn, n ~ 3. There exists a
complete char~cterizationof removable sets in boundaries of strictly pseudoeonvex domains
[Lu]. It is based on generalizing the following observation made for the dimension n = 2 .
The original motivation for considering polynomially convex sets comes from approximation
theory. Under some condition on a compact set ]( C C2 , excluding for example closed
hypersurfaces in ({J, polynomial convexity is equivalent to the possibility of approximat
ing analytic functions near !( by polynomials. More exactly ]( is polynomially convex iff
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the 8 -eohomology group ~,1(!() is trivial and holomorphie lunetions near !( eun be ap

proximated by polynomials uniformlyon K. The eondition H~'\!() = 0 guarantees· that
the inclusion map from !( into the speetrum sp(O(!()) of the algebra O(!() is bijeetive.
O(!() is the spaee of funetions holomorphie near ](.

The theorem for n > 2 is a natural generalization of this statement: the eondition
H~'1

( K) = 0 (or equivalently H;, l (]<) = 0) has to be replaced by th e eondition H;,n-l (!<) =
o and instead 01 approximating holomorphic funetions by polynomials it is required that
smooth a-closed (n, n - 2) -forms near K can be approximated uniformly together with
all derivatives by smooth a-closed (n, n - 2) -forms defined on the whole cn. Another
equivalent eondition for removability is ~,1 (cn \!<) = 0 j this eondition being in terms 01
the complement 01 ]( rather than in terms of !( itself.

In the same way as it is diffieult to give geometrie eonditions for polynomial eonvexity
it seems to be 'difficult to understand the geometrie meaning bf this eoridition. The more
general problem of the description of envelopes of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods
of 8n\K (n a domain in cn, n 2: 3) is even more diffieult. For example, let lR3 be the
unit ball in (,'3 and let !< be a eompact subset of the boundary. The germ of the envelopes
of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods of 8Iffi3 \!< whieh are contained in Iffi3 is not
necessarily a subset of cn . It may be multisheeted. The reason for this difference is the fact
that the problem is really a problem concerning the operator ih rather than the operator a.
In t,C2 we have to deal with a single operator while in cn, n > 2, we have an overdetermined
system of differential operators.

We wish to mention here a simple heuristic principle which gives same understanding of
the problem of the removal of compact sets in the boundary of strictly pseudoconvex do
mains, namely, the analogy between Oka's characterization principle for polynomially convex
hulls in C2 on the one hand and analytic eondition along one-parameter families of analytic
varieties via the Kontinuitätssatz on the other hand. Recall that by Oka's characterization
principle [Stol] for polynomially convex hulls a point z E {J1 \K is not in the hull k iff
there exists a continuous one-parameter family of algebraic hypersurfaces 'Ht in cn not
intersecting K with z E 'H1 and dist (0, 'Ht ) -+ 00 for t ~ 00. For n = 2 we get a family
of one-dimensional analytie varieties and this is what is needed for analytie eontinuation
via the Kontinuitätssatz. The only additional thing consits in monodromy eonsiderations
to prove that the envelope of holomorphy is eontained in C2 . See [Jö3] where the heuristic
principle is performed into a rigorous proof. Monodromy considerations are based on the faet
that we have to deal with analytic sets of complex codimension oue. This heuristic principle
also suggests results for n > 2. For example, the germ of envelopes of holomorphy of one
sided neighbourhoods of aBn\!< (n > 2) contains Ißn\](. Moreover, for a suitable small
one-sided neighbourhood 0 C lßn of 8lRn

\ !( each analytic funetion in 0 is the restrietion
to 0 of a weIl defined analytic funetion in Iß" \ [<. The one-one correspondence between
connected components of 8Iß'l \ !< and conneeted components of ntn \ i'< is the same as for
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n = 2. But we have uo chance to obtain the whole germ of envelopes of holomorphy by
analytic continuation along analytic varieties of complex dimension n - 1. It is enough to
use varieties of dimension one. So, in general, the envelope germ is expected to be much
larger than sn \1(. In fact, in general Ian \ f( is not pseudoconvex, if n > 2. Moreover, the
envelope germ may be multisheeted. We will explain here an example with !( situated on
a generie manifold of eodimension one in aIB3

.

Note that the conneetion between hulls eharacterized by a generalization of Oka 's prineiple
using analytie varieties 0/ higher co'mplex codimension on the one hand and between the
approxilnation property like that in Lupacciolu's theorem for /orms 0/ suitable degree on the
other hand is not clear at the moment.

The aim of this paper is to eharaeterize large classes 0/ removable sets in geometrie
terms. We will give here detailed proofs of the results announeed in [Jö2) and present
further results. We will neither try to give a maximum of results nor we will try to give the
most general formulation whieh can be obtained. We choose the statements by trying to
keep some balance in geometrie c1earness.and generality and develope some general methods
for proving removablility results. Note, that we do not know how to derive the results of the
present paper from Lupacciolu's results.

The main results in this paper eoncern the following situation: n is a bounded strietly
pseudoeonvex domain in cn, n > 3, with boundary an 0/ class C 2

, or H is a hypersurlaee
01 class C2 in cn, n > 3, which is strietIy pseudoeonvex /rom one side. As in [Jöl] (where
the ease n = 2 is considered) the basic assumption is that !{ is eonfained in a mani/old
M 0/ class C2 eontained in an (or in H, respeetively).
Recall that the most complete results on removable sets whieh are known up to now, concern
the case of sets !( contained in manifolds (sometimes in manifolds of real codimension one).
This concerns the case of removable singularities in strietly pseudoconvex boundaries in
C2 ([Jöl],[Fo-St],[Duv]) as weIl as the well-known c1assical Painleve problem on removable
singularities of bounded analytic functions [Pai] of one complex variable: A compact set
contained in a reetifiable curve is removable iff it has zero one-dimensional Hausdorff measure
(see, for example, [Ma]). For general sets in the plane a eomplete geometrie eharaeterization
is not known.
By results in [Lu-St] the smallest dimension of a C2 manifold M c an which contains
non-removable sets is 2n - 3. So we have to eonsider only manifolds of real dimension
2n - 3 and 2n - 2 .

For manifolds of real dimension 2n - 3 we give a complete characterization of removable
eompaet sets. This result was independently found by E. Cirka [Ci-St]. (In [Ci-St] the
smoothness conditions for Mare weakened.)

For manifolds M of real dimension 2n - 2 we give a suffieient geometrie eriterion for a
eompaet set K c M to be removable. Probably it is also neeessary but we are not able to
prove this at the moment.
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Note, that the assumption of strict pseudoconvexity of an (or of H) can be considerably
weakened and still the mentioned conditions are sufficient for removability. Eut if n ~s far
from being strictly pseudoconvex these conditions may be far from being necessary. So, in
case n is not pseudoconvex or an contains enough a~alytic manifolds there may occur
new reasons for a set to be removable (i.e. such ones which are not covered by the previous
formulations) .

We will state examples of results without the assumption of strict pseudoconvexity. It is
left to the reader to add further statements or to generalize the present results. It is also not'
hard to see that the methods can be applied to more general situations than hypersurfaces
in C" .

1. TERMINOLOGY AND STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS

For the formulation of our main results we need several times the notion of manifolds and
submanifolds. Since the meaning of these terms in different papers is not always identical
we give here the definition we will work with throughout the paper.

A manifold of real dimension r is a Hausdorff space each point of which has a neigh
bourhood which is homeomorphic to an open subset of IRr. A Hausdorff space each point
of which has a neighbourhood which is homeomorphic to either an open subset of IRr or
to a set of the form {x = (x}, . .. , xm ) E V, Xl 2: O} where V is an open subset of lR. r is
called a manifold with boundary. A compact manifold (or, equivalently, a closed manifold)
is a mani/old which is a compact topological space. A compact manifold with boundary is
a manifold with boundary which is a compact topological space. A manifold (or a manifold
with boundary) is said to be of dass CIe, k = 1, ... ,00 (or, real analytic, respectively) if an
atlas of dass Ck (a real analytic atlas, resp.) is given, i.e. there is a covering of the manifold
with relatively open sets Vo , homeomorphisms 'Po of Uo onto open subsets Üa of IRr (or
onto sets of the form Üo n {Xl 2: O} with [;0 open in IRr) such that for any pair, say U1

and U2 , the mapping 'P2'P1"1 : 'Pl(UI n U2 ) ~ 'P2(U1 n U2 ) is of dass C k (real analytic,
respectively). On manifolds of even real dimension (not on manifolds with boundary) one
may introduce a complex analytic structure in an analoguous way and call them complex
analytic manifolds. All manifolds we will consider here are assumed to be paracompact.

Let M be a manifold of dass C k
. A subset reM equipped with the structure of a

manifold of dass C k is called a submanifold of M of dass C k (k 2: 1) if the indusion map
from r into M is a ck map whose differential is everywhere injective. In particular, the
indusion map is continuous. But in this terminology a submanifold of M is not required to
be a topological subspace of M , in other words, the manifold topology on a Ck submanifold
r does not necessarily coincide with the topology on r induced from M (it may be more
fine). For example, a submanifold r of M is allowed to be dense in M. If the manifold
topology and the induced topology coincide on a Ck submanifold r of M we will call r
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a proper submanifold of M. Note that in [Go-Gui] submanifolds in our sense are called
immersed submanifolds and proper submanifolds in our sense are called there submanifolds.
Dur terminology is elose to that in [Su].

Let r be a Ck submanifold of M. Note, that for' each point pEr there exists a
neighbourhood Up of p in the manifold topology of r such that on Up the two topolo
gies coincide. Therefore the topologies coincide on relatively compact subsets of r (in the
manifold topology).

For other elasses than C k submanifolds are understood in an analoguous way. We will
not explane this here explicitely.

Let now r be a connected submanifold of IR.m of dass Cl. Then r carries a natural
metric dr. It is defined in the following way. For two points Zl and Z2 in r the distance
dr(Zl' Z2) is equal to the infimum of the Euclidean length of all Cl curves / which are
contained in r arid join.the points Zl ,and Z2' (The Euclidean-length·of the curve / is the
length of / as a curve in IRm with the usual Eudidean metric.) It is clear that convergence
in the metric dr implies convergence in IRm but the converse is not true: the Euelidean
distance between two points in f may be small while the distance in the metric dr is large.

As usual we will" say that r is complete in the metric dr if every Cauchy sequence in
(f, dr ) has a limit in f in the topology defined by dr . Sometimes for a submanifold r of
IRm we will speak on metrical completeness (omitting the phrase "in the metric dr ") having
always in mind completeness in this sense. For example, the infinite spiral

r = {re21ri~(T) : 1 < r < 2} C Cl ,

<p being a strictly increasing cco function defined on (1,2) with 'P(r) --+ -00 for r -+ 1+
and 'P(r) --+ 00 for r --+ 2-, is complete in the metric dr (but, of course, not in Cl ). the
"half-infinite" spiral

(<p as above)

is not complete in dr + .

In this paper we need also the notion of CR-manifolds. We will consider here only CR
manifolds immersed into cn . So we have always in mind the following definition.

Let M be a submani/old 0/ cn 0/ class Ck . For p E M the tangent space TpM can be
identified with a real linear subspace of Tpcn. Usually we identify Tpcn with cn . Denote
by J the operator of multiplication with the imaginary unit in cn (considered as areal
linear space). 11 the dimension 01 the real linear subspace T;M = TpM n JTpM does not
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depend on p E M and is positive, then M is called a CR-mani/o/d 0/ class eh immersed
into cn .

The space T;M can be considered as a complex linear subspace of cn . To avoid confusion
we will write T;M for T;M considered a.s a complex linear subspace of cn. The complex
dimension of T;M is called the eR-dimension of M and is denoted by dimcR M .

Let M be a CR-manifold. A submanifold f of M of dass Ch is called a CR-submanifold
of M (of dass eh) if for each point p E f the indusion

(1.1) Tpf ~ T;M

holds. (We usually identify the tangent space Tpf with a subspace of TpM .) The inclusion
(1.1) implies that r is a CR-manifold (immersed into cn) of the same CR-dimension as
M.

A CR-manifold 1\1 immersed into cn will be called generic, if the CR-dimension is the
minimal possible one, or in other words, if

(1.2) TpM + JTpM = TpfC'l (in the sense of real linear spaces)

for all p E M. A CR-manifold M immersed into C" of odd dimension 2/ + 1 will be
called maximally complex if, conversely, the CR-dimension of M is the maximal possible
one, namely 1.

In the paper a.s usual, we will consider a CR-manifold M which is imbedded into cn . This
means, that M is a proper submanifold of C" with constant dimension of the complex tan
gent space. Its real dimension will be denoted by dimr M and the number dimr M - 2 dimcR M
will be denoted by e(M).

Now we can formulate our main results. Let n be a strongly pseudoconvex domain in cn,
n 2: 3. Note first, that the most elementary singularity set which comes into mind is the zero
set of an analytic function in n which is continuous up to the boundary. In well-behaved
cases the intersection of such a set with the boundary an is a connected closed maximally
complex CR-manifold of real dimension 2n - 3 contained in an. This is, roughly speaking,
the only non-removable compact set contained in a connected proper submanifold of an of
real dimension 2n - 3.

Theorem 1. Let n c cn, n 2: 3, be a bounded strongly pseudoconvex domain with boundary
an 0/ class 0 2, and suppose M is a connected proper submani/old 0/ an 0/ dass 0 2 and
0/ real dimension 2n - 3. A compaet subset K 0/ M is not removable iff !( = M (hence
M is dosed) and M is a maximally camp/ex CR-mani/o/d.

So, if either M\I< is not empty or M is not maximally complex then K is removable.

Remark 1. By the theorem of Harvey and Lawson [Ha-La] a connected closed maximally
complex CR-manifold of dass C 2 and dimension 2n - 3 contained in the boundary an
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of a strongly pseudoconvex domain n c cn, n ~ 3, bounds a complex variety V in n of
complex dimension n - 1. (More detailed see section 4.) This fact shows that theore~ 1 is
the complete analogue of the results for n c Cl. Indeed, a compact set ]{ contained in a
connected proper submanifold M of 8B2 of real dimension one is not removable iff ]{ is
not polynomially convex and by a theorem of Stolzenberg [St02] this happens iff ]{ bounds
a complex variety V C B2 of complex dimension one (hence ]( = M and M is closed). In
dimension n > 2 it is even easier to check if a manifold of real dimension 2n - 3 bounds
an analytic variety of complex dimension n - 1 or not. In dimension n > 2 this depend~

only on geometrie properties (i.e. on the topology and the CR-geometry) of the manifold.

Now we will formulate the results for the case of manifolds M C an of dimension 2n - 2.
By [Jö1] compact subsets of sufficiently small diameter of generic CR-mani/olds M c;ontained
in an, M of dass C2 and of real dimension 2n - 2, are removable. If a submanifold of
an of the same dimension is not generic the condusion may not be true. So, let M C an
be a generic CR-manifold of dimension 2n - 2 imbedded into cn , and let K be a compact
subset of M. Theorem 1 describes an obstruction for ]( to be removable: if K contains
a closed maximally complex CR-manifold of dimension 2n - 3 then K is not removable.
The most important property of a closed maximally complex CR-submanifold of M of
dimension 2n - 3 in this respect is: it is a closed CR-invariant subset of M. Here a subset
S 0/ M is called ·eR-invariant) i/ for each pES and each C2 curve I : [0,1] --+ M
with ,(0) = p, ,'(t) =I 0 and ,'(t) E T~t)M \ {O}} the point ,(I) = q belongs to S. The
smallest CR-invariant subset of M containing a given point p E M is called the CR-orbit
through p. By [Su] the CR-orbits are (possibly non proper) CR-submanifolds of M of dass
Cl. CR-invariant subsets are interesting in connection with the propagation of properties
of CR-functions and CR-distributions.

Theorem 2. Let n be as in theorem 1 and let M be a proper submani/old 0/ an. Suppose
M is a generic CR-mani/old 0/ dass C2 and 0/ real dimension 2n - 2. ]/ a compact set
]{ eMdoes not contain a non-empty compact CR-invariant subset 0/ M (and therefore
]( =I M) then K is removable.

A compact CR-invariant subset S of M is called minimal, if there is no non-empty
compact CR-invariant set Sl with Sl c S, Sl f. S. Clearly, the intersection of compact
CR-invariant subsets is again a compact CR-invariant subset of M, so each compact CR
invariant subset of M contains a minimal compact CR-invariant subset of M. We are
interested in a more detailed description of (non-empty) minimal compact CR-invariant
subsets of manifolds M described in theorem 2. A CR-invariant subset of M is the union
of CR-submanifolds of M. Those may be either of real dimension 2n - 2 or 2n - 3 (in
view of the strong pseudoconvexity of an no complex manifold is contained in M, so
the dimension 2n - 4 is impossible). In case M is foliated into CR-submanifolds of real
dimension 2n - 3, the description of minimal compact CR-invariant subsets of M can be
given by methods of foliation theory of codimension one (see, for example, [He-Hi]). This
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are the minimal compact saturated sets. In the general case the approach of Sussmann [Sul
combined with methods of foliation theory.gives the following theorem. We may even re~ove

the condition that M is contained in a strictly pseudoconvex boundary.

Theorem 3. Suppose M is a non-compact conneeted generic CR-manilold 01 class C2 and
01 real dimension 2n - 2 imbedded into cn. A minimal compact CR-invariant subset S
of M has exactly one 01 the following two forms:

1. S is a proper compact maximally complex CR·submanilold 01 M 01 real dimension
2n - 3;

2. S is the union 01 metrically complete maximally complex exceptional CR-submanilolds
Sa of M. Each Sa is dense in S.

Here the metrical completeness of Sa. is.understood with respect .to, the metric dsa . A
metrically complete CR-submanifold 01 M 01 real codimension one is called exceptional il
it is neither proper nor locally dense in M. A set S 01 the second kind is called an excep
tional minimal compact CR-invariant subset 01 M. These objects are the analogues of the
exceptional leaves, or, the exceptional minimal sets, respectively, in foliations of codimen
sion one. Note thai an exceptional minimal compact eR-invariant set may occur in generic
CR-manifolds of dimension 2n - 2 contained in strictly pseudoconvex boundaries and such
a set may be the boundary of a minimal singularity set. Indeed, in section 5 we will prove
the following

Theorem 4. There exists a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain n in C3 with boundary
an 01 class Coo and a proper connected compact submanilold M 01 an 01 class Coo which
is a generic CR-manifold of real dimension 4 with the following properties:

1. ,M admits a smooth foliation 01 codimension one with leaves being CR-submanifolds 01
M.

2. There is an exceptional minimal set S of the foliation but no compact leaf.
3. The exceptional minimal set is the boundary of a minimal singularity set in n, i. e. there

exists a closed subset As = As of n with boundary A s nan equal to S such that n\ As
is a pseudoconvex domain. There is no non-empty closed subset A = A 01 A s such that
n \ A is pseudoconvex.

Removing from M a compact set which does not intersect S we get an example of a non
compact generic (2n - 2)-dimensional CR-manifold with the same properties as the manifold
in theorem 4.

We do not know if an exceptional minimal compact CR-invariant subset of a generic CR
manifold M of dimension 2n - 2 contained in a strictly pseudoconvex boundary is always
the boundary of a singularity set. This would be a generalization of the theorem of Harvey
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and Lawson [Ha-La]. This generalization would imply that the condition in theorem 2 is
also necessary. See also section 6 for the discussion of further open problems.

We will now formulate variants of the theorems if the assumption of strict pseudoconvexity
of n is removed.

Theorem 1'. Let n c cn, n ~ 3, be a bounded domain with connected boundary 0/ class
C 2 . Let M be a connected proper submani/old 0/ an 0/ class C 2 and 0/ real dimension
2n - 3. I/ a compact subset 1< 0/ M· is not removable (with respect to ·an) then 1< = M
(hence M is closed) and M is a maximally compiex CR-mani/oid.

Theorem 2'. Let n be as in theorem l' and let M C an be a proper submani/old which is
a generic CR-mani/old 0/ class C2 and 0/ real dimension 2n - 2. I/ a compact set 1< C M
does not contain a non-empty CR·invariant subset 0/ M then 1< is removabie.

In the following theorems an is replaced .by a (not necessarily,closed) hypersurface H.
We will not gjve the most general statements.

Theorem 1a. Let H be an orientable hypersur/ace 0/ class C2 in cn, n ~ 3, which is
strictly pseudoconvex /rom one side. Suppose M is a connected proper submanifold 0/ H 0/
dimension 2n - 3 and 0/ class C2. Let 1( be a reiatively closed subset 0/ H (not necessarily
a compaet set). I/ 1( is contained in M and J< is not removable (with respeet to H ) then
K = M (hence M is reiatively closed in H ) und M is a maximally comp/ex CR-mani/oid.

Theorem 2a. Let H be as in theorem 1a and let M be a proper submani/old 0/ H which
is a generic CR-mani/old 0/ class C2 and 0/ dimension 2n - 2. Let J< be a relatively
closed subset 0/ H, K C M . I/ K does not contain a non-empty CR-invariant subset 0/ M
(and, there/ore, K =J. M ) then 1( is removable (with respeet to H) and, there/ore, H\I(
is connected.

The minimal relatively closed eR-invariant subsets of M are described by proposition 2.2
below.

The next theorems concern (LV, ab) -removablility. No condition (rather than the natural
smoothness condition) will be made for the hypersurface H.

Theorem 1 has a reasonable analogue only if p < 2. (By classical results, see for example,
[Ha-Po], each set in !Rn of finite (n - 2) -dimensional Hausdorff measure is removable for
LV solutions of first order differential operators if p ~ 2.)

Theorem Ib. Let H be a hypersur/ace in cn 0/ class C2 and let M be a conneeted proper
submanifold 0/ H 0/ class C2 and 0/ real dimension 2n - 3. Suppose p < 2. I/ I< C M is
reiatively closed in Hand K is not (LV, ab) -removab/e then K = M and M is relatively
closed in Hand maximally compiex.

Theorem 2b. Let H be a hypersur/ace in cn 0/ class C 2 . Suppose M is a proper
submani/old 0/ H 0/ real dimension 2n - 2 and 0/ class C2 which is a generic CR-maniJold.
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I/ the compact subset !( 0/ M does not contain GJ(M)-invariant sets then J( is (LV, a b)
removable /or each p, 1 ~ p :s; 00.

For p ~ 2 a weaker condition is sufficient: J/2 :s; p < 00 and the compact subset K 0/ M
does not contain compact eR-invariant subsets 0/ M oJ.infinite (2n - 1 ....;. p') - dimensional
Hausdorff measure then !( is (LV, ab) -removabie. I/!( eMdoes not contain GJ(M)
invariant subsets 0/ positive (2n - 2)-dimensional measure then !( is (Loo, ab)-removabie.

Here p' is conjugate to p : ! + 1; = 1. The minimal compact CR-invariant sets are
V p -

described by theorem 3.

Note that the property of a compact subset K of a generic CR-manifold M of dass
C2

, imbedded into cn which plays the main role in the preceeding theorems, namely, to
he without CR-invariant suhsets is stahle under small C2 perturbations of M and !( (see
proposition 2.4).

The proof of the theorems consists of two parts. The first part is the study of the geometry
of the decomposition of a CR-manifold i~to CR-orbits. This is done in section 2 and may be
of interest for itself. The second part is the propagation of wedge-extendability along orbits.
This is in principle well-known, but seems to be new in the smoothness dass C2 for generic
CR-manifolds of real codimension two. A proof is given in section 3. In section 5 we give a
proof of theorem 4. Further examples and open problems are discussed in section 6.

We condude this section with a simple example which illustrates the theorems 2 and 2b.

Example 1.1. Let H = aJa3 be the unit sphere in C3, the boundary 0/ the unit ball JI!i3 in
(;3. Let! = (0, ~) be an interval contained in the real axis IR. The mani/old M = {z =
(Zl' Z2, Z3) E alß3 : Zl E I} is a generic CR-mani/old 0/ dimension 4 and CR-dimension 1.
Moreover, M is Joliated, the leaves are the spheres SZl = {Zl} X {(Z2' Z3) : IZ21~ + IZ312 = 1
IZtI2}, Zl E I, and each sphere is a compact eR-mani/oid 01 CR-dimension 1 and dimension
S. Ey theorems 1 and 2 a compact subset !{ 01 M is removable iff !( does not contain a
whole sphere SZl for some Zt EI.
Moreover, !< is (Loo

, ab)-removable, i/ the set

{ Z 1 EI: SZI e !(}

has zero linear measure. This condition is also necessary by Denjoy's theorem (lAhl-Beu] ,
[Den], [Ma]). Indeed, it is enough to consider /unetions depending only on the first variable

Zt·
For p < 2 I< is (LP, 8b)-removable iiJ it does not contain any sphere 8Z1 with Zt E !. The

"onIy iJ" part lollows easily Irom the fact, that the lunction Z -+ ~ is in LV with respect to
planar measure i/I :s; p < 2.

Let p = 2. !( is (L 2
, lh)-removable i/ I< does not contain an infinite number 01 spheres

8Z1 ' Zl E!.
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]( is (LP, äb)-removable i/

13

A2- p/( {z] E ! : SZI C !(}) < 00.

(Here Aa is the Hausdorff measure 0/ dimension a).

Sufficient conditions /or a cocmpact set UZt EE SZt (E is a compact subset 01 I) to be a non·
removable set can be given in terms 0/ certain capacities (see [Ca]). In terms 0/ Hausdorff
measures one can prove, for example,' the lollowing: If p > 2 and

Aa ( {z] EI: SZl C !(}) > 0

for some a > 2 - p' J then !( is not (LV, ab) -removable. FOT this and for more information
see [Ca], [Ma-Ha].

Denote for any !( C M by H(fJW \ !() the germ of envelopes of holomorphy of one-sided
neighbourhoods (contained in $3) of 8Iß3.\ !(, and denote by !(] the largest GJ (M)-invariant
subset of K. It is quite easy to see that for any ]( C M the set H( 8yj,3 \ !() is one-sheeted,
moreover,

H (8IH? \ ]() = H (aIH? \ !(]) = 83
\ ( U BZl ),

Zl:SZl CKI

where

B Z1 = {Zl} X {(Z2' Z3) : IZ212 + IZ312 < 1 - Izd2} = nt3 n ({Zl} x C2).

For deeper examples and open problems the interested reader is referred to section 6
before reading sections 3 and 4.

2. CR-ORBITS IN CR-MANIFOLDS

We will study now the geometry of the decomposition of CR-manifolds into CR-orbits.
CR-orbits are propagators of properties of CR-functions (like vanishing in a neighbourhood
of points or wedge extendability [Trv], [Trp]). This gives a motivation for this section.

The notion of orbits of families of vector fields goes back to a weIl written paper of
Sussmann [Su]. We will not repeat here the background and motivation for introducing
orbits in the general situation, but we have to go into the detail of the construction in the
case of CR-manifolds.

So, let M be a CR-manifold of dass Ck (k 2: 2) imbedded into cn. (Sussmann con
sidered only the coo case. His construction works as weH in the C2 case.) Let m be the
eR-dimension of M. The CR-structure on M defines in a natural way a family of vector
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fields: Cover M with relatively open subsets {Uj }b:I of sufficiently small diameter and

choose for each Uj 2m real non-singular vector fields xii), ... ,~X"~~ of dass Ck- 1 . such
that in Uj their real linear hull coincides with T J M :

The {xii), ... ,X~~}j;l give an everywhere defined set of vector fields on M in the sense
af Sussmann. One can make Sussmann's construction with this set of vector fielcls, but it
is mor~ co~venient to work from 2t~e beg~nning with their linea.r span. A vector fiel~ X on
Uj Wh1Ch lS of the form X = 2::1=1 alXl(;) for real Ck- 1 functlons al on Uj we WIll call a
CR-vector field on M.

Let X be a CR-vector field of dass Ck - 1 (k ;::: 2) defined in an open subset U of M.
For a point p E U denote by t ---+ IX (p, t) the integral curve of )( with starting point p,

,x(p,O) = p,
8
8t ,x(p, t) = X(,x(p, t)),

t belangs to the maximal interval of definition Ip' It is weIl known ([Hart], V.4.1 ancl V.3.1 )
that the mapping (p, t) ---+ ,x(p, t) is of dass Ck- 1 and for fixed t the mapping p ---+ ,x(p, t)
is a diffeomorphism of some neighbourhood of P on M onto some neighbourhood of
,x(p,t).

Denote for fixed P the mapping t ---+ ,X(P, t) by PX,p and for fixed t denote the mapping
P ---+ ,x(p, t) by gX,t (both mappings are defined on the natural domain of existence). The
local diffeomorphisms gX,t (X is a CR-vector field on some of the Uj , t is a real parameter,
gX,t is defined on its domain) generate a pseudogroup of local diffeomorphisms: Composites
gXq,tq 0 •.. 0 gXq,tl and inverses (gX,t)-1 = gX,(-t) are defined in a natural way on their
domain of existence. (The identity corresponds to the time-parameter t = 0 .) Denote this
pseudogroup which is associated to the CR-structure of M by GJ(M) .

Two elements PI and P2 of Mare caIled GJ(M) -equivalent if there exists an element
9 E GJ(M) such that g(pd = P2. Equivalence dasses for this relation are called CR-orbits.
In other words, let Po E M. The CR-orbit of M through Po which will be denoted by
O(M, Po) consists of all points p of the form p = g(po) for some element 9 = 9Xq ,tq 0 ... 0

gX1,tl E GJ(M). (Here q is a natural number, XI, ... ,X q are CR-vector fields of dass
Ck- 1

, each defined on some Uj • t 1 , .•. , t q are real parameters and the composite 9 is
defined on the natural domain of existence.) The equality p = g(po) means the following:

p can be joined with Po by a piecewise CR-curve , = 'q. This means, there is a
continuous mapping , : [a, b] ---+ M with ,(a) = Po, ,(b) = p such that the interval [a, b]
can be devided into q intervals [tl, tl+1] (I = 1, ... , q) with a = t l < ... < t q+I = band
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for each 1 the part ,I = ,I[tl, t/+ l ] of , is an integral curve of the vector field Xl (and,
therefore, it is of dass C k ). In particular,each CR-orbit is connected.

Sometimes it is more convenient for us to work with the following definition of CR-curves
which is (for curves of sma11length) equivalent to the preceeding one:
A CR-curve , : [a, b] --+ M is a curve of class C k , of sufficiently small length which satisfies
the condition ,'(t) E T~(t)M\ {O} for each t E [a, b] (at the endpoints a, b derivatives are
taken from the right or from the left,.respectively). (See also [Jö4].)

Fix now the natural number q, the q -tupIe X of CR-vector fields, X = (Xl, ... , ~X"q)
and the point p E M. We consider the mapping

(2.1) t = (tb"" tq ) --+ (gXq,tq0'" 0 gX1,tt) (p) = gX,t(p)

on its natural domain of existence OX,p C IRq. Denote this mapping by Px,p' PX,p IS a
mapping of dass. C k

- l from the open subset f!x,p of IRq ,into M.

Fo11owing Sussmann we introduce now on the orbits a natural topology: the strongest one
which makes a11 mappings of the form px,p (for arbitrary p E M , arbitrary natural numbers
q and arbitrary q -tupIes of CR-vector fields X) continuous. Sussmann's proof gives that
with this topology .each orbit admits a unique differentiable structure (of dass C k

-
l

) such
that it is a submanifold of lVI in the sense described in the introduction (but not necessarily
a proper submanifold of M).

For further use we reca11 two lemmas of Sussmann (lemma 5.1 and lemma 5.2 of [SuD.
We formulate the lemmas for C2 manifolds with OUf special choice of the system of vector
fields.

Lemma A. Suppose M is a CR-'manifold of dass C k , k 2:: 2, imbedded into \Cl and N
is a CR-orbit of M. Let Po E N be an arbitrary point. Suppose q is a natural numberJ

X = (Xl, ... , X q ) is a q -tupfe of CR-vector jields on M and t = (tl, ... , t q ) is contained
in the domain OX,PQ 0/ the mapping PX,po' Denote by Ttf!x,PQ the tangent space 0/ f!x,po
at t (which we will often identify with IRq). Then

(2.2) dpx,PQ (Ttf!x,po) C TpN.

Lemma B. Let M and N be as in lemma A and let p E N be an arbitrary point. There
exists a point Po E N J a natural number q, a q -tupie of CR-vector jields X = (Xl, ... ,Xq )

and a point t E OX,po such that

(2.3)

Note that the lemmas in [Su] are stated with TPQN replaced by P(Po). Here P is a
distribution on M, i.e. a mapping which assigns to every p E M a linear subspace P(p)
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of the tangent space TpM. Moreover, P is the smallest distribution with the following
properties:

• P(p) contains T;M j

• P is GJ(M) -invariant, i.eJor each p E M and each 9 E GJ(M) with p in its domain
the differential dg maps P(p) into P(g(p)).

From the lemmas stated with P(Po) instead of Tr>oN and the rank theorem it follows
that for the mapping PX,PQ of lemma B the images px,PQ(w) of small open sets W C f2x ,PQ

are integral submanifolds of P, i.e. the px,PQ(w) are manifolds such that Tppx,PQ(w) = P(p)
for all pEpX ,Po (w). Moreover, it turns out that sets of the form pX ,Po (w) for suitable X, po
and w cover the orbit N, they constitute a basis of the topology of the orbit N and define
a differentiable structure of dass Ck

-
1 on N. From this the lemmas A and B follow in the

form stated above. We will use the lemmas in this form.

It is dear now from (2.2) that each' eR-orbit N ··or the CR-manifold M is a CR
subtnanifold of M, i.e. TpN::> T;M for each p E N. Moreover, different CR-orbits
are disjoint and the manifold M is the ·union of its CR-orbits. (The decomposition of M
into CR- orbits is uniquely determined.)

Together with the CR-orbits of M we will also consider the eR-orbits of open subsets of
M. Let pE M and consider for a neighbourhood U of p on M the U -orbit O(U,p). It
is dear that O(U, p) is contained in O(M,p). For a decreasing sequence of neighbourhoods
of p the dimensions of the corresponding orbits decrease and stabilize. The CR-manifold
germ obtained by considering the U -orbits O(U,p) for small neighbourhoods U of p on
M is called the CR-orbit germ at p and is denoted by OIOC(M,p).

In the following we need some information about the structure of sets which are invariant
under the action of the pseudogroup GJ(M). In other words , we consider subsets S of M
with the following invariance property:

pES implies g(p) E S for each 9 E GJ(M) with p in the domain 0/ 9 .

Equivalently, S is GJ(M) -invariant iff

together wilh a point p the set S contains all points 0/ M which can be joined with p
by a (piecewise) CR-curve.

We will call such sets eR-invariant or, more precisely, GJ(M) -invariant. If no confusion
will arise we will say invariant instead of GJ ( M) -iTIvariant. It is dear that each invariant
subset of M consists of the union of eR-orbits of M.

Now we will formulate our results concerning the geometry of the decomposition of a
CR-manifold ioto eR-orbits. We will see that this decomposition has some properties in
common with foliation theory. This concerns especially some results on minimal closed
invariant sets. Eut there are also big differences. For example, different orbits may have
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different dimensions, moreover, the function p -+ dimr OlOC(M,p) is not neeessarily eonstant
on a fixed orbit.

We begin with the following simple

Lemma 2.1. Let M be a CR-mani/old 0/ class C2 imbedded (or immersed) into cn and
let S be a CR-invariant subset 0/ M. Then the interior intS J the closure S J the boundary
S\ intS and the complement M\S are CR-invariant. (The closure and the interior are
taken in M with the mani/old topology). I/ S1 is another CR-invariant subset 0/ M then
the sets SI \S J 5 U 51 and 5 n 51 are also eR-invariant.

Proof. Let p E intS and suppose 9 E GJ(M) is a loeal CR-diffeomorphism whieh
eontains p in its domain. There exists a neighbourhood U of p on M whieh is eontained
in Sand in the domain of gasweIl. It is clear that g( U) is open in M, it is eontained
in S by the invarianee of Sand contains g(p). That means g(p) E IntS. We proved the
invariance of intS .

Let p E Sand let pk, k = 1, ... , be .points in S which converge to p (in thc manifold
topology of M). Suppose 9 E GJ(!vJ) contains p in its domain. Then for k ~ ko the point
Pk is in the domain of g. Moreover, 9(Pk), (k ~ ko) is eontained in S by the invariance of
5 and g(Pk) eonverge to g(p). That means, g(p) E S. We proved the invarianee of S.

The remaining assertions are obvious. 0

For a subset E of M denote by leE) the smallest invariant subset of M, containing
E. In other words, leE) is the union of all orbits O(M, p) for P E E. We eall leE) the
CR-invariant hull (or invariant hull) of E. In most situations we are interested in invariant
huUs of open subsets of M.

Lemma 2.2. Let M be as in lemma 2.1. I/ U is open in M then leU) lS open.

We omit the proof.

The following cOfollaries of lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 will be usefun.

Corollary 2.1. Let M be as in lemma 2.1. Suppose l< is a relatively closed subset 0/
M, !{ f:. M. l/!( does not contain a non-empty relatively closed invariant subset then
I(M\I{) = M.

Proof. I(M\I{) is open. If !(M\I{) f:. M then the invariant set M\l(M\I<) is not
empty and relatively c1osed. Clearly it is contained in !(. The contradiction proves the
corollary. 0

Corollary 2.2. Let M be as in lemma 2.1. Suppose, moreover, that M does not contain
any non-empty reIativeIy cIosed invariant subset different /rom M. Then for each open set
U in M we have leU) = M .
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Proof. Apply corollary 2.1 to the set !( = M\U. 0

A relatively elosed invariant subset S of a CR-manifold M as above is called minimal if
there is no non-empty relatively elosed invariant subset 51 of M which is contained in 5
and does not coincide with 5.

Corollary 2.3. Let M be as in lemma 2.1. 5uppose, moreover, that M is connected. If
a minimal relatively closed invariant subset S of M is not the whole 0/ M then S has
no interior points with respeet to M·. All orbits) contained in S have dimension strictly
smaller than dimr M .

Proof. Suppose S =f:. M and Int S =I 0. Then S\IntS is dosed in M, non-empty (since
S = Int S =f:. 0 would imply S = M by the connectedness of M) and invariant. This
contradicts the minimality of S. The assertion concerning the dimension of the orbits in S
is now obvious. 0

Lemma 2.3. Let M be as in lemma 2.1. Suppose S is the union of CR·orbits {for
example} S consists of one single CR-orbit of M ). Consider the CR-invariant set S\S
(the closu1'e is taken in M in the mani/old topology). (The invariance of S\S follows from
lemma 2.1). Let N be an orbit in S\S. Then the real dimension dimr N 0/ N does not
exceed the maximum 0/ the real dimensions 0/ the orbits contained in S.

Proof. Take an arbitrary point p E N and apply lemma B. Let Po and gX,t be the
ob jeets whieh existenee is stated in lemma B. Recall t hat po = (9x ,d-1 (p). Let z E S
be suffieiently elose to p (in the topology of M). Then z is in the domain of (9x,d- 1

.

Denote Zo = (gX,t)-I(z). The point Zo is elose to Po. Since the differential dpx,zo depends
continuously on Zo it follows that for Zo sufficiently elose to Po the rank of dpx ,ZfJ is not
smaller than the rank of dpx,po' But by lemma A the rank of dpx,zo is not greater than
the real dimension of the CR-orbit O(M, zo) C S through Zo and by lemma B the rank of
dpx,po is equal to the real dimension of N. Lemma 2.3 is proved. 0

Let now M be a CR-manifold of dass C2 imbedded inta cn . Suppose r is a submanifold
of M which is not metrically complete in its natural metric dr . So Cauchy sequences in
(r, dr ) may not have a limit in r in the topology defined by dr . Nevertheless since for two
points PI and P2 in r the Euclidean distance between PI and P2 in cn does not exceed
the distance dr(PI' P2), each Cauchy sequence in (r, dr ) has a limit in the Euelidean metric
in cn. Denote by bf the following set:

bf = {Euelidean limits of all Cauchy sequences in (f, dr ) which have no limit in
(r,dr )}.

Note that in this definition we did not exelude that to non-equivalent Cauchy sequences
{Pj} and {Zj} in (r,dr ) (i.e. those with dr(pj,zj) not tending to zero) corresponds one
Eudidean limit in bf. Note that if on a submanifold r of M the distance dM is equivalent
to dr then r is relatively dosed in M iff M n bf = 0. So the condition M n br = 0
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generalizes the notion of relative elosedness in M.
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Let now N be a CR-orbit in Al. The following proposition shows, in partieular, that no
point of N ean be eontained in the set bN.

Proposition 2.1. Let M be a CR-maniJold oJ class C2 imbedded into cn . Suppose N is
a CR-orbit oJ M such that Mn bN is not empty. Then M n bN is CR-invariant and Jor
each CR-orbit r 0/ M contained in .M n bN the real dimension dimr r is strictly smaller
than that 0/ N .

Proof. To prove the invariance of MnbN let p E MnbN ancl let 9 E GJ (A1) be a loeal
CR-diffeomorphism of M with p in its domain. By the definition of Mn bN P = limj_co Pj
(the limit is taken in the Euelidean metrie) for a Cauehy sequenee of points {Pi} in (N, dN )

whieh does not have a limit in (N, dN ). Choose for eaeh j and I Cl eurves /j,1 on N
whieh join tbe points Pi and PI and whieb lengtb do not exeeed 2dN (pj, PI). For j, I 2:: jo
the points Pj and PI together witb tbe. eurve /i,l are contained in tbe domain of g. It is
now elear, tbat g(Pj) (j 2:: jo) are eontained in N and converge in the Euelidean metrie to
g(p). Moreover, for j, I 2:: jo the Cl curve 9 O/i,1 is contained in N and the Euclidean
length of 9 o/j,1 does not exceed dN(pj,Pl) multiplied by a eonstant depending on g. So
{g(Pj) }i>io is a Cauehy sequence in (N, dN ). It is elear that this sequenee does not have a
limit in (N, dN ) : otherwise the inverse loeal diffeomorphism 9-1 would map this limit to a
limit in (N, dN ) of the sequenee {Pi}' To see this one has to repeat the arguments above
for the inverse loeal diffeomorphism g-I instead of g. The invarianee of Mn bN is proved.

Let now r be a CR-orbit of M contained in Mn bN . Sinee Mn bN is eontained in N
(closure in M in tbe manifold topology) it follows from lemma 2.3 that diITIr r :s; dimr N .
Suppose, in contrast to the assumption, that the dimensions are equal. For an arbitrary
point pEr we apply lemma B. Let Po and gX,t be as in lemma B, gX,t(Po) = P and
(dpx'PO)(TtOx,po) = Tpr. Let {Zi}~l be a Cauchy sequenee in (N,dN ) with Euclidean
limit P whieh does not have a limit in (N, dN ). For j 2:: jo zi is in the domain of (gx,d- l .

Denote for j 2:: jo the point (gX,t)-1 (Zj) by Ci. Choose by the rank theorem a small Cl
manifold Q in !lx,po C IRq of dimension equal to dimr r which is relatively elosed in some
open subset of IRq, contains t and is such that PX,PQ is a diffeomorphism of Q onto a
neighbourhood of P on r (in the manifold topology of r). Shrinking Q if neeessary we
may assume that Q is diffeomorphie to an open ball in IR I (( = dimr N) and is contained
in OX,(j for large j. Denote by pX,Po (PX,(j' respeetively) the restrietion of PX,po (PX,(j'
respeetively) to Q. Then PX,(j is elose to Px.TJo in the Cl topology if j is large.

Now we use the assumption dim r N = dimr r = dim r Q. It follows (shrinking Q again, if
neeessary) that for all sufficiently large j PX,j is a diffeomorphism of Q onto a neighbour
hood of Zj on N. Let Ql be an open connected subset of Q eontaining t with compaet
closure in Q and with boundary BQl of dass Cl.
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Claim 2.1. There exists a positive constant a not depending on j such that f01' each suf
ficiently large j and for arbitrary points ( in N\px,(j(Qd the estimate dN ((, (j) 2:: a
holds.

Proof. Let ( E N\px,(j(Qd and let I be a Cl curve in N which joins ( and (j.
Then the Euclidean length of f is not smaller than the Euclidean length of the connected
part i of f which joins (j with the first point ( of intersection of I with N\px,(j(Qd.
It is clear that ( is contained in PX,(j"(ßQd. If j is large enough then the Euclidean length
of t is not smaller than the distance in Q af t from the boundary ßQI of Ql multiplied
by a constant not depending on j (the canstaut depends on the Cl norm of the inverse of
the diffeomorphism PX,(j with PX,(j elose to pX,po in Cl ). The claim is proved. 0

Now we will finish the proof of proposition 2.1. {Zj} F~:1 is a Cauchy sequence in (N, dN) ,
so for some jl and for. all I 2:: 0

Therefore, hy the claim 2.1

Zit+l E PX,(h (Qd·

But PX'(h (QI) is contained in PX.(jl (Q) C N and it is compact in the manifold topology on
N and therefore also in the Euclidean topology in cn , since it is the continuous image of a
cornpact set. It is also clear that on PX ,eh (Q1) the metric dN is equi valent to the induced
Euclidean metric:

for PI,P2 E PX,(h (Ql) Ipl - p21 ::; dN(Pl,P2) ::; cdPI - P21·

(izi denotes the Euc1idean norm of a point z E cn). So the Euclidean limit p of {Zj} is
contained in PX'(h (Ql) C N and p is a limit of {Zj} in the metric d N . The contradiction
proves that the equality dimr N = dimr r is impossible. 0

Not every CR-submanifold of a CR-manifold is CR-invariant (i.e. is the union of CR
orbits). The following lemma gives a sufficient condition for a CR-submanifold to be CR
invariant.

Lemma 2.4. Let 1\1 be a CR-manifold of class C2 imbedded (or immersed) into cn . Let
r be a CR-submanifold 01 M (01 class Cl ). If Mn br = 0 (in partieular, if r is metrically
eamplete in its natural metrie dr ) then r is CR-invariant.

Proof. Suppose r is not CR-invariant. Let f be a CR-curve in M with starting point
pEr and endpoint not in r. Consider the maximal connected part of 1 which contains p
and is contained in r. This part is open in I (since it is an integral curve of a Cl vector
field on an open subset of M which is tangent to r at points of r). The endpoint of this
part is contained in Mn br in contrast to the assumption. Lemma 2.4 is proved. 0
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The converse is not always true, i.e. not for each CR-orbit N of j\1 the condition
Mn bN = 0 is satisfied. The following lemma gives sufficient conditions for a CR-manifold
M to have only eR-orbits with this property.

Lemma 2.5. Let M be a CR-manifold of class C 2 imbedded into cn. Let d 2: 0 be an
integer. Consider the lollowing two conditions:

(a) Any CR-submanifold 01 M 01 real codimension greater than d is contained in a com]Jact
part 01 M.

(b) M does not contain a compact subset which consists of the union of CR-sub"manifolds
01 M 0/ real codimension greater than d.

11 condition (b) is satisfied, then there are no CR-orbits of real codimension greater than d
which are contained in a compact part of M. Moreover, if a CR-orbit N 01 real codimension
d is contained in a compact part of M then N is metrically compleie (in the metric dN ).

11 both conditions are satisfied, ,then M does not contain any CR-orbit of real codirnension
greater than d. Moreover, for each CR-orbit N of M 0/ real codimension d the condition
M n bN = 0 holds.

Lemma 2.6. 1.) Condition (b) is always satisfied for a CR-manifold M of class C 2 imbed
ded (or immersed) into cn for which e(M) = dimr M - 2 dimeR M = d + 1 .
2.) Let M be as in 1.) . 11 the Levifiat part 01 M (i. e. that part 01 M where all eigen
values 01 the Leviform are zero) is compact then condition (a) is satisfied. This fact takes
place ij, for example, M is compact or M is contained in a hypersurface which is strictly
pseudoconvex from one side.

Proof of lemma 2.6. The proof is based on the following observation. Suppose, r is a
manifold of elass C 2 imbedded (or immersed) into cn such that for each point pEr the
tangent space Tpr (considered as a real linear subspace of Tpcn ~ cn) is invariant under
the operator J of multiplication with the imaginary unit: JTpf = Tpf. In other words
Tpf can be considered as a complex linear subspace of cn . Then r is an analytic manifold
imbedded (or immersed) into cn. This fact is elementar. Suppose po E f. Represent r
locally near p as the graph of a vector valued function over apart of the tangent space Tpof
(TPof considered as a real linear subspace of Tpcn ~ cn ). The condition JTpf = Tpf for
all p E f elose to p is equivalent to the Cauchy-Riemann equations for the vector valued
function.

Moreover, there is no compact subset of cn which consists of the union of analytic
manifolds (see [Cr]). This proves part 1.). Part 2.) is dear. 0

Proof of lemma 2.5. Suppose (b) is satisfied and in contrast to the assertion there
exists a CR-orbit r of real codimension greater than d which is contained in a compact
part ]{ of M. Then r (elosure in M) is also contained in ]( and therefore r is compact.
Moreover, by lemma 2.3 r consists of CR-orbits of real codimension greater than d. This
contradicts (b). So there is no such CR-orbit.
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Let now N be a eR-orbit of real codimension d in 1\1 which is contained in a compact
part ]( of M. Then bN is contained in !( and by proposition 2.1 bN consists of CR
orbits of real codimension greater than d. By the preceeding arguments bN = 0, i.e. N is
metrically complete.

Suppose both conditions (a) and (b) are satisfied. If, in contrast to the assertion there
exists a CR-orbit r of real codimension greater than d then by (a) it must be contained in
a compact subset of M. This is impossible as is shown above.

Let N be a CR-orbit of real codimension .d in M. Then by proposition 2.1 M n bN
consists of CR-orbits of M of real codimension greater than d. So Mn bN = 0 as is shown
above. 0

Lemma 2.7. Suppose M is a CR-maniJold 0/ dass C'1. imbedded into cn. Let S be a
minimal relatively closed (respectively, compaet) CR-invariant subsei 0/ M. Then all CR
orbits N Cf contained in S have equal dimension and have the property M n bNQ = 0 (are
metncally complete, respectively). Moreover, N = S (closure in M ) for each eR-orbit N·
0/ M contained in S .

Proof. Suppose N is a CR-orbit contained in S with M n bN -I 0. Then bN (closure
in M) is CR-invariant, is contained in Sand by proposition 2.1 it consists of CR-orbits of
dimension strictly smaller than the dimension of N. So N is not contained in blV. Since
this contradicts the minimality of S, for each orbit N in S the set M n bN is empty.
Moreover, if S is compact, then the orbits contained in S are metrically complete.

Let N be a CR-orbit of M contained in S with

(2.4)

for all CR-orbits r contained in S. Then N (closure in M) is relatively closed (compact,
respectively) and invariant and N is contained in S. So by minimality N = S. The lemma
follows from (2.4) and lemma 2.3. 0

We will now describe minimal closed eR-invariant subsets of CR-manifolds M under the
condition that the real codimension of the CR-orbits of M is either zero or one. (See lemma
2.5 and 2.6 for conditioDs which imply this fact).

The description of minimal closed CR-invariant subsets in this case follows along the same
lines as the description of minimal sets in foliation theory of codimension one ([He-Hi] Part
A, p. 45-46, Part B p. 17-19).

The following proposition holds.

Proposition 2.2. Let M be a connected CR-maniJold 0/ class C 1. , k ~ 2, imbedded into
cn . Suppose all CR-orbits in M have either real codimension one or real codimension zero.
Then each minimal dosed GJ(M) -invariant subset S of M has one (and only one) 0/ the
following types.

1. S = M and either
a) M is itself a eR-orbit or
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b) M is the union 0/ CR-orbits No: 0/ codimension one, each 0/ them being dense in
M and with the property Mn bNo: = 0.

2. S consists %ne orbit 0/ codimension one which is proper and 'relatively closed in N! .
3. S is the union 0/ CR-orbits No: 0/ codimension one in M such that M n bNo: = 0

each 0/ them with the /ollowing two properties:
a) No: is not proper.
b) NCi is not locally dense in M (i. e. the closure No: zn NI has no inner' point in

M).
A CR-orbit Na of codimension oue which satisfies a), b) and the condition Mn bNCi = 0
is called exceptional and a minimal closed invariant subset S of M of the third kind
is called exceptional.

Proof. By lemma 2.7 each CR-orbit N of N! contained in S satisfies the relation
Mn bN = 0.

Suppose S has interior points. Then S = M by corollary 2.3, so S is of the first kind.
By lemma 2.7

(2.5) N = S = M (closure in M) for each CR-orbit N of 1'1.

If a CR-orbit N of M has itself interior points (with respect to M) then by lemma 2.7
lV = M. Indeed, M is connected and for an orbit N which is an open subset of M the
set M n bN is the boundary of N in M. But Mn bN = 0 for such N by lemma 2.7.

If uo orbit in S = M has interior points, then all of them have real codimension one and
in view of (2.5) 1b) is realized.

Suppose S has 00 interior point. In this case each orbit in S has codimension one and
has no interior point in its closure. If no orbit in S is a topological subspace of M (i.e. no
orbit in S is proper) then S is of the third kind-.

Suppose on some orbit N in S the topology induced from NI coincides with the orbit
topology, i.e. N is proper. Prove that N = N (closure in M). If not there exists an orbit
Nt C N with Nt n lV = 0. Since by minimality Nt = 1V for each P E N there is a sequence
Pi E Nt with Pi --+ P (convergence in M) for j --+ 00. By the same reason for each j there
exists a sequence Pik E N with Pjk --+ Pi (convergence in M) for k --+ 00. Choose a small
neighbourhood Up of P on N such that Up (closure in 1\1) is contained in N. For each j and
k ~ ko(j) large enough the points Pik are not in Up • By a diagonal process we get a sequence
Pik{j) of points of N\Up which converges to P in the Euclidean metric (but not in the manifold
topology of N). This contradicts the fact that N is proper. The contradiction shows that
N is relatively closed in M. By minimality S = N and the second case is realized. The
proposition is proved. 0

Proof of theorem 3. Since M is not compact, a minimal compact CR-invariant subset
of S can not be equal to M. Moreover, a generic CR-manifold of dass C'2 and of real
dimension 2n - 2 imbedded into C'2 satisfies property (b) of lemma 2.5 with d = 1. So,
all eR-orbits of M contained in S have real codimension one. By lemma 2.7 all orbits
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contained in S are metrically complete. The rest is as in the proof of proposition 2.2: If no
orbit in S is proper, then S is exceptional. Otherwise, if an orbit N contained in .S is
proper then it is compact and by minimality S = N. 0

To give more inside in the geom,etric picture we give some reformulation of conditions 1,
2 and 3 of proposition 2.2. This reformulation is in analogy to foliation theory ([He-Hi]).

Proposition 2.3. Let M be a CR-1Jlanifold oJ class C2 imbedded into cn. Let S be a
minimal relatively closed CR-invariant subset oJ M. Suppose all CR-orbits oJ M contained
in S have reaL codimension one. Let N C S be a eR-orbit 0/ M, Let p E N and Let
Lp be a Cl curve in M which contains p in its interior and which is transverse to TpN
(TpN considered as areallinear subspace 0/ TpM). The Jollowing conditions are pairwise
equivaLent.

1.) N is Locally dense {i.e. N (closure in, M ) has interior points with respect to M).
1'.) N n Lp contains a neighbourhood 01 p on lp.

11.) N is proper (and relatively closed in M).
11'.) p is an isoLated point 0/ N n Lp .

III. ) N is exceptional (i. e. lV is not proper and not locally dense).
111'.) N n lp is near p a one~dimensional Cantor set (i. e. for a suitable open part l~ 0/ lp

containing p the set N n I~ is a Cantor set.)

A Cantor set is as usual a closed set without isolated points and without inner points.
The conditions I'), 11') and 111') do not depend on the the choice 0/ the point p E N and the
choice 0/ the transverse curve Ip.

As the proof of proposition 2.1 the proof of proposition 2.3 is based on lemma B: For
some natural number q there exists a q -tupie X of CR-vector fields, a Cl manifold Q of
dimension equal to dimr N contained in IRq (see the proof of proposition 2.1) and a point
Po with the following properties. For some t E IRq 9X,t(Po) = p. Denote for z E lp elose to
P the point (gX.t)-l(Z) by Zo. There exist a Cl mapping pX,zo(t), (z, t) E lp x Q, which is
a diffeomorphism onto a neighbourhood of p on M and such that if z belongs to an orbit
of codimension one then px,zo maps Q diffeomorphically onto a neighbourhood z on this
orbit. We omit further details. 0

Proposition 2.4. Let I< be a compact subset 0/ a generic CR-manifold M 0/ class C 2
imbedded into cn such that I< does not contain non~empty GJ(M) -invariant subsets. Then
each sufficiently small C2 perturbation 0/ I< is oJ the same kind.

More precisely, let <I> be a C2 diffeomorphism 0/ M onto a mani/old MI imbedded into
cn. Let M' be an open part 0/ M with I< C M' and with compact closure NI' in M.
11 the C2 norm 0/ iP- 1d (Id is the identity on M) does not exceed a positive constant c
then M{ = <1>(M') is a generic CR~maniJold in cn and <1>{1<) does not contain non-empty
GJ(MD -invariant subsets.
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Proof. It is clear that ~(M') is generic if c is small. The condition on ]( means that for
each p E !( the CR-orbit O(NI,p) of M. through p is not contained in ](. Equivalently,
for each p E ]( there exists a Ioeal diffeomorphism 9p E GJ (M) of a neighbourhood Up

of p onto an open set 9p ( Up), such that gp(p ) is not contained in J{. We may choose
Up small enough so that gp(Up) does not intersect ]{. Cover ]( with a finite number
of sets UPi as above, j = 1, ... , I. We have to prove that for each loeal diffeomorphism
9 E GJ(M) and each connected open set U c M with U in the domain of 9 there exists a
constant e(g) such that if the 0 2 norm of cI> -Id over M' does not exceed e(g) then there
exists g1 E GJ(MD with ~(U) in the domain of g1 and with g1(<1>(U)) uniformlyelose

, to g(U). This follows from the fact that Ti(p) <1>( MI) is elose to T;MI for p E MI if cI>

is elose to the identity in 0 2
• Indeed, we may suppose that U is small enough such that

in a neighbourhood of U on M a family of vector fields Xl,"" X 2rn is defined with the
real linear span of Xt(p) (l = 1, ... , 2m; p E U) equal to T; M'. There are corresponding

vector fields XI in a neighbourhood öf <1>( U), 1 = 1, .'.. ,2m, with the real linear span
of the X(cI>(p)) equal to Ti(p) cI> (A1') , and, moreover, with Xl 0 cI> - Xl uniformly small

near U. So, to each CR-vector field X in a neighbourhood of U on M corresponds a
CR-vector field X in a neighbourhood of cI> (U) with X 0 cI> - X uniformly small near U.
The existence of g1 follows now from the fact that by Gronwall's lemma the endpoints of
two integral curves ,(t) = 7Y(p, t) and ,dt) = 'YI (p, t), t E [0, T] , are elose to each other
if the vector fields Y and YI are elose to each other. The proposition is proved. 0

3. A PROPAGATION RESULT FOR MANIFOLDS OF CLASS 0 2

Let M be a generic CR-manifold imbedded ioto cn , let p E M and let U be a neigh
bourhood of p on M. Suppose ]{ is a convex open truncated cone in Tpcn :::: cn ,

]{ = {( E cn :1(I < a . Re (( , e), I(I < h}

for positive constants a and hand a vector e (the "symmetry axis" of ]() of unit length
not contained in TpM. ((( , e) = I:~= I (k ek is the usual hermitian scalar product in cn .)
A set W = W(U, J{) of the form

W(U, ]() = {z +( E C : z E U, ( E ]{}

is called a wedge with edge U.

A continuous function u on M is called wedge-extendable at p E M if there exists a
wedge W(U, ]() whieh edge U is a neighbourhood of p on M and a continuous function
on M U W(U, ]() which coincides with u on M and is analytic in W(U, ]().

The following proposition is well-known for 0 2 replaced by 0 2,0, Q > 0, i.e. in case
second order derivatives of the defining functions are Hoelder-eontinuous of order Q.
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Proposition 3.1. Let M be a generic CR-'mani/old 0/ class C2 and 0/ dimension 2n - 2
imbedded into C". (So e(M) = 2.) Then .ihe wedge extendability propagates along the, CR
orbits 01 lvI. In other words, let u be a continuous CR-funetion on M and let, : [0,1] ~
M be a CR·eurve (0/ class C'2 ). Suppose u is wedge extendable at all points ,(t), t E [0,1),
(to wedges W/'(t)). Then u is wedge extendable at ,(I) to a wedge W')'(l) whieh depends
onty on M and on the wedges W')'(tb t E [0, 1) .

Suppose M is as in Proposition 3.1. 'Let p E M and suppose the local orbit germ (910C(M, p)
at p has dimension dimrM - 1(= 2dimcR M + 1). Let Np be a small representative of
OIOC(M, p) and put L p = TpNp+JTpNp. The realline lp = JTpNpe T; Np (the orthogonal
complement of the complex tangent space T; Np in the real linear subspace JTpNp of Tpcn
with the induced Euelidean structure) is not contained in TpM. Indeed, L p is invariant under
the multiplication with the imaginary unit and has a dimension strictly greater than T;M.
For the proof of proposition 3.1 ·we will need the following lemma which will be proved below.

Lemma 3.1. Suppose M is as in proposition S.l, p E M and let as above Np be a small
representative 0/ the loeal orbit germ OfOC(M,p). Suppose dirn,.Np = dirn.,.M - 1. Let H be
a small hypersur/ace of class C'2 in cn which contains a neighbourhood 0/ p on Mund is
transverse to lp. Ii divides suitable small neighbourhoods W of p in cn into two connected
parts WI and W2. For sufficiently small such neighbourhoods W the following holds: At least
/or one 0/ the Wj there exists a (uniquely determined) connected analytic hypersur/ace X j

in cn which is relatively c10sed in Wj. Moreover, Xj n W is a Cl manilold with boundary
Np n W in w. 11 M is contained in the boundary an of a strictly pseudoconvex domain n
then the analytic hypersurface is contained in n and relatively c10sed in nn w.

Proposition 3.1 may be proved by using the scheme of [Jö4] hut in the C2 case there arise
some difficulties. So we will give the

Sketch of the proof. It cOllsists of two steps. The first step is to deform the manifold
by moving points of the edge into the wedge with the aim to produce minimal points. The
second step consists in the application of Tumanov's theorem [Tul] to manifolds which are
elose in the C2 topology to a given one. Für the proof of the results on removable singularities
(see section 4) we need the result of each step separately.

We begin with the deformation of the generic manifold M of elass C'2. Let p be a point
of M and let fJ E T; M. We will use the notation of a eR-cone C(p, fJ) at (p,8) [rom [Jö4],
i.e. C(p, fJ) is a subset of M which is in suitable Euclidean coordinates rp on M an open
truncated cone with vertex p and "symmetry axis" fJ:

(3.1 )

and

(3.2)

C(p,8) = rp(C) with rp(O) = p, (dOrp)el = fJ,

C = {v E IRd(M): lvI< a (v,el)' lvI< h}
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for positive constants a and h. Here d(M) = dimr M, el is the first coordinate vector
in IRd(M) and (v, et} denotes the scalar .product of the two vectors v and el in IRd(M).

Euclidean coordinates <p in a neighbourhood of C on M for which (3.1) holds we will
call adapted to C(p, B). Consider first the ease when M. is contained in the boundary of a
strictly pseudoconvex domain.

Lemma 3.2. Let M be as in proposition 3.1. Suppose M is contained in the boundary an
01 a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain n with boundary of class C 2

• Let p be a point
of M which is not minimal. Denote by Np a small representative 01 the local orbit germ
OIOC(M,p) (which is of real codimension one in M). Let C be a CR-cone at p and let c.p
be Eudidean coordinates on M adapted to C :

<p(C) = C

for a convex truncated cone C in IR d(A1) with vertex zero. Consider a non-negative function
1J. 01 class 0 2 in IRd(M) with support in C and with sufficiently small C2 norm which is
strictly positive on C (compare with lemma 1 in [Jö4]). Let 8 be a vector in T pC}1 (Tpcn
identified wilh cn ) which is transverse to the real linear span 01 TpM and lp and directed
into the inside 01 n.

Define the funct"ion d on M)

(3.3)
d(z)= Jlo<p-l(z)·8
d(z) = 0

for z close to p,
away from p.

The deformed manifold Md)
Md = {z+d(z): z E M}

is 0/ dass 0 2
) is contained in M u n and p is a minimal point of Md.

Proof of Lemma 3.2. It is dear that Md is contained in M U n. Suppose p is not
minimal for Md. Then the loeal orbit germ OIOC(Md'p) has real eodimension one in Md.
Moreover, a small representative of it, Np, contains the interseetion of Np \C with a small
neighbourhood of p in cn . Indeed, all points of Np \C are minimal for Np. lt follows that
p can be joined with any point q in Np \C by a pieeewise CR-eurve /q in M, Iq contained
in (Np \C) u {O}. Since (Np \C) U {O} is eontained in Md, the curve Iq is a pieeewise
CR-eurve for Md, too, and so any point q of Np \ C is eontained in Np.

Apply lemma 3.1 to Md, Np and the hypersurface and => Md obtained from an by a
suitable deformation, and C nu an. Denote by nd the domain bounded by and • If d is
small enough, nd is strictly pseudoconvex. From lemma 3.1 we get a eonnected relatively
c10sed analytie hypersurfaee X p in nd n w with boundary Np on and • (w is a suitable
neighbourhood of p in cn .) In the same way we get a conneeted relatively c10sed analytic
hypersurfaee X p in nnw (shrinking w, if neeessary) with boundary Np on an. Note that
near Np \C the two manifolds X p and X p coincide. To see this, apply the lemma 3.1 to a
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neighbourhood of each point q on Np and on M. Since X p is closed in n n wand Xp IS

connected and contained in Od n wen n,w 1 we get

(3.4)

Indeed, otherwise there would exist a curve , : (0,1] -40 .--1:'p with the following property:
for each t E [0,1) a neighbourhood of I(t) on Xp is contained in Xp 1 hut this property
does not hold for t = 1. ,(I) is contained in !ldnw c nnw, so in a small neighbourhood of
,(1) the analytic manifold X p is the zero set of an analytic function / which is defined in a
neighbourhood V of ,(1) in cn . Consider the analytic function /1 (Xp n V). It vanishes in
a neighbourhood of ,((0,1)) n V on Xp 1 so it vanishes identically. Hence a neighbourhood
of ,(1) on X p is contained in X p • The contradiction proves the inclusion (3.4).

The inc1usion (3.4) implies now the following:

(3.5)

Now Np is a CR-submanifold of Md an'd the deformed cone Cd = {z + d(z) : z E C} is a
CR-cone on Md. So certain CR-curves on Np with starting point p are contained in Cd.
Lemma 3.2 follows now immediately from the following claim.

Let .Kp be an arbitrary Cl manifold which contains Xp UNp. (Recall that X p U Np is a
manifold with boundary of class Cl in n nw, thus a manifold Xp with the described property
always exists.)

Claim 3.1. Cd does not intersect Xp •

Proof of claim 3.1. Let S be areal hypersurface in cn (i.e. a proper suhmanifold of (:Tl

of real codimension one) of dass Cl which contains a neighbourhood of p on Xp UM. The
existence of S follows easily from the fact, that TpXp is spanned by lp = JTpNpe T;Np and
TplVp and the realline lp is not contained in TpM.

By the choice of 8 the vector e is transverse to S. Since C c M c Sand Cd =
{z + fL 0 <p-l(Z)' e : z E C} with JL 0 c.p-t positive on C, the cone Cd does not intersect S
if JL is small. But S contains a neighhourhood of p on Xp and the claim is proved. 0

For arbitrary manifolds M which satisfy the conditions of proposition 3.1 we use the
following two lemmas instead of lemma 3.2.

Lemma 3.3. Suppose M is as in proposition 3.1 and let p E M . Suppose through p passes
a CR-submanilold r 0/ M of real codimension 2 in M, i.e. an analytic manifold 01 complex
dimension dimcR M contained in M. Let C be a small CR-cone on M with vertex p,
let c.p be Euclidean coordinates adapted to G and let J.L be a function as in lemma 3.2 for
C = c.p-l (C). Moreover, let e be a vector not contained in TpM.
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Then the loeal o1'bit germ OfOC(Md, p) of the deformed mani/old

Md = {z+d(z): z E M},

d(z) = f.J. 0 <.p-l(Z) ·0 for z elose to p and d(z) = 0 away /rom p,

has real dimension at least 2 dimcR M + 1 .

29

We recall a proof (see also (Jö4]).

Proof. If there would exist a CR-submanifold r d of M which is an analytic manifold and
contains p then, by the definition of CR-orbits, r d would contain a large part of r near p.
So by the uniqueness theorems for analytic manifolds it must contain a neighbourhood of p
on r which is impossible since the deformation moves thc points of r , which are contained
in the CR-cone C, out off r. 0

Lemma 3.4. Let !vI be a generic CR-mani/old 0/ elass C2 of real ,codimension 2 imbedded
into cn, and let p be a point 0/ M. Let,: [0, I} -t M be a small CR-eurve on M with
,(I) = p. Suppose there is an increasing sequence 0/ numbers tk E (0,1) such that tk -t 1
and the loeal orbit germs OfOC(M, ,(tk)) have dimension 2dimcR M + 1(= dimr M - 1) .
Suppose

dimT OlOC(J\.1, p) = 2 dimeR M + 1.

(It is clear that di fiT aloc ( Al, p) 2:: 2 dimcR M + 1. The condition excludes that p IS a
minimal point.)

Let Np be a small representative 0/ OIOC(M, p) and let lp = JTpNp8T;Np. Suppose C is
a small eR-cone on IV! n w at p which eontains ,( [r, 1)) for same r E (0, 1). Let 0 be a
real vector in Tpcn ~ cn which is transverse to the real linear span 0/ TpM and Ip. Let <p
be Euclidean coordinates on M near p adapted to C. There exists a non-negative funetion
fl of elass C2 in IRd(M) with sufficiently small C2 norm with support in C = <.p-l(C) such
that p is a ·minimal point 0/ the deformed CR-mani/old

(3.6)

where

(3.7)

Ald = {z +d(z) : z E M},

for z elose to p and d( z) =°away from p.

Proof. Let Cl be a CR-cone on M at p which is contained in C and does not intersect
,([T, 1)) , say Cl = 'P(Cd for an open truncated cone in IR d(M) with vertex zero, Cl contained
in C = cp-l(C) and Cl does not intersect cp-l(,[T, 1)). Since (cp-l 0,)'(1-) is a vector
contained in the cone C such a cone Cl always exists. Let J.L be a function as in lemma 3.2
associated to the cone Cl, supp J.L = Cl, J.L > 0 on Cl .

•
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For the just defined funetion J1. let d be defined by (3.7) and let Md be defined by (3.6).
Suppose p is not a minimal point 01 the oobtained manilold Md. Denote by Np a small rep
resentative of the loeal orbit germ OIOC(Md,p). Since 7([0, I)) C Md the manifold Np has
dimension dimr M - 1. The key of the proof consists of applying several times the lemma
3.1. Apply it first to Np and a small hypersurfaee 'H which is transverse to lp and eontains
M. Let W be a small neighbourhood of p in C"" with w\'H consisting of two eonneeted eom
ponents Wt and W2' We get a connected relatively closed analytic manifold Xp in one of
the eomponents, say in Wl , such that Np is the boundary part of Xp which is contained in
H. Set qk = l'(tk) and fix small representatives Nq/c of (910C(M, qk) which are eontained
in C\Ct . Apply for all sufficiently large k the lemma 3.1 to Nq/c and the hypersurface H .
We get analytic manifolds Xq/c eontained either in Wl or in W2 such that the part of the
boundary of Xq/c whieh is eontained in H is equal to Nq/c .

Consider now a hypersurfaee Hd associated to d, whieh contains the deformed manifold
Md and is obtained from H by moving apart of H into Wl if 8 is directed into Wb and
into W2 if 8 is direeted into W2' Let wf and w~ be the eorresponding eonnected components
of w\Hd • Apply the lemma 3.1 onee more, now to Np and Hd , we get a eonnected analytic
manifold X p whieh is a relatively closed subset of one of the w1 and has boundary Np on
Hd • First we will 'deal with the case when 8 is directed into WI J i.e. wt C Wl.

Claim 3.2. 11 wt C Wl and p is not minimal for Md then either for a sequence k j ~ 00

the manifoIds Xq/cj are contained in w~ or Xp is contained in w~. Moreover, tkere exist
analytic hypersurfaces Xqo 0 in C"", which contain the representatives Nq/co 01 OfOC(Md, qk) =

~ J

C)IOC(M, qk).

Proof. Suppose for all suffieiently large k the manifolds X qk are contained in Wl and
Xp is eontained in wt. Then (possibly, after shrinking the Xq/c slightly) we have

(3.8) Xp n Xp :> Xq/c

for all sufficiently large k (sinee Md eoineides with M near the CR-eurve ,([0,1)), for large
k the qk are in Np and in Np as weil, and Np eoincides with Np near the qk). Sinee, moreover,
wt C Wl

(3.9) Xp C X p •

But this is impossible (compare with the proof of lemma 3.2 and claim 3.1). The eontra
diction proves the first part of the claim.

Suppose now that either Xp is contained in wg Of for a sequence kj -+ 00 the mani
falds Xq/c. are eontained in W2. In both cases we get for a sequenee kj -+ 00 two analytic

J
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hypersurfaces Xqj,;. and X q' " X q' . C Xp C WI and X qk . C W2 1 such that both analytic
J ~ ~ J

hypersurfaces have the same part of the boundary, Nqk ., which is contained in H. Since
J

X qk . U Nqk . and X q' . U N qk . are of class Cl this means that Nqk . is contained in an analytic
J J k J J J

hypersurface X:
k

. = X qkJ- U X~/r' U NqkJ_. We may suppo"se that X:
k

. is relatively closed in
J J J

a neighbourhood Ui of qkj in cn . The claim 3.2 is proved completely. 0

We have to consider the remaining case, when G is directed info W2, i.e. WI C wt. In this
case we start with the deformed manifold Md instead of M. Fix a small number Q E (0,1).
The vector (-aG) is directed into wt. Consider adeformation of Md defined by d',

d'(z +d(z)) = {z +d(z)} - a· d(z) . G, z +d(z) EMd.

In other words

(Md)d l = M(1-a)d'

Apply the claim 3.2 to (Md)d l and (wJld' , j = 1,2, instead of Md and wf. As in the previous
case we get that if p is not minimal for (Md)d 1 = M(l-a)d then there exists a sequence of
analytic hypersurfaces Xqo . containing the N qk .•

~ J

For producing a minimal point of the deformed manifold we have to consider only the
case that p is not minimal for Md and for M(1-a)d' tao. We will use now the existence of
the analytic manifolds X;k' and make another deformation such that for the manifold Md

J

obtained in this way p is a minimal point.

Let Vkj : [0,1] --+- Nqk . be small CR-curves with starting point Vkj(O) = qkj and
J

v~.(O) = i,'(tk). Note that v~.(~) E T J (l.)(M) and let Ckj be small disjoint CR-cones
J J IIkj 2

at (Vkj(!)' Vkj(!)) ' which are eontained in Ui nC and do not intersect I (see Fig. 1). We
may suppose that Ckj = <p(CkJ for open convex truncated eones Ckj in IRd(M) with vertex
<p-I(Vkj(~))' Let J.1.j be non-negative C2 functions in IRd(M) with support in Ckj , which
are positive in Ckj and such that the sequenee {llfljllc2} of the C2 norms is summable and
its surn is srnall enough. Put

(3.10)

and prove that with this choice of ji the point p is a minimal point of the deformed manifold
Md defined by (3.6) and (3.7) with d and J.1. replaeed by d and ji.

Indeed, suppose not. Denote by Np a small representative of the loeal orbit germ
OlOC(MJ, p). Let Hd be the hypersurface obtained by a small deformation of H, the defor
mation assoeiated to d with the choice of Jt deseribed by (3.10). Apply lemma 3.1 to Np
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and Hd • We get a connected analytic hypersurface Xp contained and relatively closed in

one of the connected components wj of wp\Hd , such that the boundary part of ('fp which

is contained in Hd is equal to Np. For sufficiently large j Np contains a neighbourhood

of qk} on NqJc} (since )Vp contains q~ for large j, qk
J
' is minimal for Np and M = .NId

near qk}). Therefore small parts of Xp contained in small neig~bourhoods of the qk}, are

contained in X:
k

" • It follows that the whole connected part of Xp n Uj which contains qk}
J

in its boundary is contained in X:
k

, • "But this is not possible by the choice of the vector 8.
J

(The (Cdh} contain certain CR-curves in Np, hut they do not intersect X:
k
}") The argument

is aB in claim 3.1. Lemma 3.4 is proved completely. 0

We will come now to the second step of the proof of proposition 3.l.
In the following lemma we will state Tumanov's result [Tul] in a form which is convenient

for uso We will not,give a proof.here"although, may be, it would be desirable to give slightly
more details then in [Tul]. For working out more details one may consult [Tu2] or [Jö4].

Lemma 3.5. Let M be a generic CR-mani/old 0/ class C2 imbedded into cn with p E M
a minimal point. T.here exist two neighbourhoods U and U' 0/ p on M, U c U', U' with
compact elosure in !vI, und an open truncated cone !( in cn with vertex zero such that the

" ---.
wedge W( U, !() is contained in the polynomially convex hull U'

r;; = { Z E C' : IP(z) I ::; ~~x IPI JOT all polynomials P }

0/ U'.
Moreover, let Mt be elose enough to M in the C2 topology and Ut , U{ and ~ be elose

enough to U, U' and U'. (Say, there exists a C2 diffeomorphism <I> 0/ M onto Mt
such that <1>-id has smalI 0 2 norm on a large compact set containing U', and <1>(U) 
Ut , <1>(U') = U{. Here id is the identity "!!:...apping on M.) Then the wedge W(U1 , !() is

contained in the polynomialIy convex hulI ~ 0/ ~ .

'\ATe need also the approximation theorem of Baouendi and Treves which we state in the
following form.

Lemma 3.6. a) Let M be a generic CR-mani/old 0/ class C 2 imbedded into cn, p E M .
There exist two neighbourhoods 0/ p on M, 'u and "U, such that each continuous CR
/unction on "U can be uni/ormly approximated by polynomials on 'u . Moreover, ij MI, 'Ut

and "U1 are elose enough in the C2 topology to M, 'U and "U (see lemma 3.5 /or the exact
meaning 0/ this) then each continuous CR-/unction on flU1 can be uni/ormly approximated
on 'Ut by polynomials.
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b) MoreoverJ if M is only of class Cl (instead 01 class C 2 )J p E M J then there are two
neighbourhoods 'U and "U of p on M J' such that each CR-funetion of class Clon "u
can be uniformly approximated on 'U by polynomials.

c) Let M, 'u and "U be as in a) and let p be a .real numberJ 1 ~ P < 00. Then
each funetion in LP("U) which satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations (in the
weak sense) can be approximated by polynomials in LP('U). As in a) the size 01 the two
neighbourhoods does not change essentially for manifolds MI which are C2 close to M .

The lemmas imply the proposition 3.1. Indeed, it follows from the lemmas 3.2,3.3
and 3.4 that if M is as in proposition 3.1, p E M, Wp is a wedge with edge a neighbourhood
of p on M, and C is a small CR-cone on M at p then one cau obtain a small C2

deformation Md of M, Md eMU Wp which lets fixed M\C such that p is a minimal
point of Md. Let now {tk }k=1 be an arbitrary increasing sequence of points from (0,1) which
tend to 1. Choose small disjoint CR-cones Ck at (,(tk), i,'(tk)) and small C2 functions
dk on M with support in Ck such that Mdk eMU W..,,(tk) and ,(tk) is a minimal point
of Mdlc • Moreover, the dk may be choosen so small that the sum of the 0 2 norms of the

00

dk is small. Set d = L:: dk . The manifold Md = {z + d( z) : z E M} is of dass C2 and
. k=1

,(I) is a minimal point of Md (since for each small neighbourhood U of p on Md the
point ,(tk) is in the orbit CJ(U,p) if k is large enough and ,(tk) is minimal). If ko is

ko
large enough the manifolds Md and Md" d' deJ L: dk are elose in the C2 topology, so by

k:=1

the lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 there exists a neighbourhood U of ,(1) on M and a cone !( in
cn such that each continuous CR-function on Md' extends to an analytic function in the
wedge W(Ud" ](). For each continuous CR-function on M, which is wedge-extendable to
the W..,,(t), t E [0,1), there exists a uniquely determined continuous CR-function on Md'
which coincides on Md/nM with the previous one. Moreover, Ud' contains a neighbourhood
U' of ,(1) on M, so each continuous CR-function on M, which is wedge-extendable to

the W..,.(t), t E [0,1) , is wedge-extendable to the wedge W..,.(1) ~f W( U', ](). Proposition 3.1
is proved. 0

It remains to prove the lemmas 3.1 and 3.6. Start with lemma 3.6. Part a) is known (for
some details see also [Jö4}). Part b) will be used in the proof of lemma 3.1. We wi11 sketch
the proof.

Sketch of the proof of lemma 3.6.b). We mayassume (possibly after a complex linear
change of coordinates) that p = 0 and in a neighbourhood of zero M is given by the
equations

(3.11)
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Here m is the CR-dimension of M, Z~ = X a +ita , S = 1, ... , n, are the coordinate functions
in cn and h~ are C} functions such that h~ (0) = 0, (\7 h~ )(0) = 0. (\7 h~ denotes the
gradient of the function h~.)

We will use the scheme of the proof of [Ba-Tr]. The only thing we have to do, is to check
that the smoothness assumptions are sufficient. For this aim we approximate the functions
h~ in the Cl-topology by Coo functions (h~)l, 1= 1,2, ... , and consider the CR-manifolds
Mi defined by the (h~), instead of ha • Let

a n a
(8j) =!r=- + '"' O'J~' ~, j = 1, ... , m,

T uZ. ~ UZk
J k=m+l

be a complete system of tangential Cauchy-Riemann operators for M (i.e.
(aj)T(t~ - h~(t,x)) = 0, S = m + 1, ... ,n) and let

(3.12)
a n a

Lj = -a + '"' A;.(t,X)-a't· ~ Xk
J k=l

j=1, ... ,m,

be a corresponding system in coordinates (t, x) (x = (Xl, ... ,xn ), t = (tl, . .. , tm )) on M
(i.e. Ljf} = O,j ~ 1, ... , m, for each Cl function /1 in a neighbourhood of M which is
the continuation not depending on tm +1 , ••• , tn of a CR-function f of dass Clon M ).Let
(Lj)/ be the corresponding operators for Mi. It is dear that the coefficients (AJ)t are of
dass Coo and converge uniformly to tbe continuous functions .AJ.

Consider now as in [Ba-Tr] the determinants

(3.13)

where

(
az (t) )

ßt(t,x) =det ax (t,x) ,

~(t,x) =det (~:(t,x)) ,

(3.14)
z(l) = (Xl + it 1 , • •• ,Xm + itm, X m+1 + ih~+l (t, X), •• • , X n + ih~)(t, x))

z = (Xl + it}, .. . , Xm+ itm, Xm+l + ihm+1(t, X), .•. , Xn + ihn(t, X)) .

The ßi are of dass Coo and converge uniformly to ß. By lemma 2.1 of [Ba-Tr]

(3.15) j=I, ... ,mj 1=1,2, ....

Now we can follow the scheme of proof in [Ba-Tr]. For each Cl function \l1 1 and the same
j and 1 as above
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(3.16) (Lj)f(Wl· ßL) = WI . (Lj);ßI +ßl . (Lj)lWl == ßl· (Lj)lWI.

We do not require that (Lj)IlJ!1 == o. Write equations ~imilar to (2.8) and (2.9) in [Ba-Tr]
with h replaced by '11[, ß replaced by ßl and the coefficients Ai replaced by (A{)l. The
equations in our case differ from those in [Ba-Tr] by terms which come from integrating
terms of the form (9· (Lj)l'lt l ·ßl) (g is as in [Ba-Tr] but supposed to be only of dass Cl.)
Take, similarly as in [Ba-Tr]

(3.17) 'lt1(S,y) = (Ev)(t,XjS,y)u(s,y)

(3.19)

where u is a CR-function on M in coordinates (s, y), and

(3.18) (Evli{t, Xi s, y) = C~rexp { _v
2 (t(zi1)(t, x) - zi1\s, YW) }

(see (3.14). We get a formula which is similar to (2.12) in [Ba-Tr] (with the replacements
as above), but on the right we have to add the term

-J{tJ9(Y)6.1(S,Y)(EvMt,XiS,Y)((Lj)IU)(S,Y)dY} ds j •

-y(t) l=lRn

In the formula obtained in this way only first order differentiation of 9 and u appeal',
hoth functions heing of dass Cl. So in this formula we let I tend to infinity and use that
Lju == 0 (j == 1, ... ,m). We get exactly formula (2.12) of [Ba-Tr] for the manifold M . The
remaining part of the proof of the approximation theorem in [Ba-Tr] uses only the fact that
M is of dass Cl and goes through without changes. Lemma 3.6 b) is proved. 0

Sketch of the proof of Lemma 3 .. 6.c .. Let M be a generic CR-manifold imbedded into
cn of real dimension m + n and let Lj, j = 1, ... ,m, be a complete system of tangential
Cauchy Riemann operators which are given by (3.12) in certain coordinates on M. Let z
and ß(t,x) be defined by (3.13) and (3.14). Let u = u(t,x) be a function in LP in a
neighhourhood of zero in Rn X IRm for which

L·u - 0J - ,

in the weak sense. Put as in [Ba-Tr]

j = 1, ... ,m

(3.20)

and
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(3.21)

The function

(3.22)

BURGLIND JÖRICKE

WlI(S,y)(= WlI(t,x;s,y)) = ElI(t,x;s,y)·u(s,y).

g(s) (= gv(t, x; s)) = Jg(y) . Wv(s, y) . 6,(s, y)dy,
Rn

(3.23)

is in LP(Qt) for a cubic neighbourhood Qt of zero in jRm, Qt == (-a, a)m for some small
a > O. Here 9 is a C 2 function with compact support in a neighbourhood Qx == (-8, 8)n
of zero in Rn (8 is some small positive number), 9 =1 in a smaller neighbourhood , say

~Qx def (-~, _~)n, of the origin. The functions

Fj( s) (= (Fj )v(t, x; s)) = lwv(s, y) . 6(s, y). [~,\j(S'y) a~kg(y)] dy,

j == 1, ... , m, are also in LP(Qd. As in [Ba-TI] we have

(3.24)
a-rj(s) = a;9 (.s ),

J

j = 1, ... ,m,

in the weak sense on Qt (say, as functionals on compactly supported C 2 functions in Qt).
Take convolutions ge == 9 * Xe, -rJ == -rj * Xe for a compactly supported C 2 function X in

Qt with Ja, X == 1 and Xe(s) == e~X(~). Then

(3.25)
:Fj ~ -rj in LP for c -+ 0, j == 1, ... , m

ge ~ 9 in LP for € ~ 0,

and the formula (3.24) holds pointwise for Fj replaced by -rJ and 9 replaced by ge for
some € > 0 :

(3.26) :Fj(.s) == aa ge(s).
s·J

Write for the point t E IRm which we took in (3.20)

t==(tl, ... ,tm ),

and let

be close to zero.

From (3.26) we get for t and T in Qt



(3.27)

where

if Tj < tj and
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1j = {Tl} X ... X {Tj - l } X (tj,Tj) X {tj+l} X ... X {tm}.
if Tj > tj. The term is supposed to be zero if Tj = tj .

Integrate (3.27) with respect to T in the cube (-7, r)m in IRm for some small positive
7 (r<O"):

(3.28)

where

(2Tnni" ... , im) - j g' = ~(2T)m-j j pj(Sj) ..rj(s)ds, ... ds j ,
. (-T,T)m)- Jj

Jj = (-r, 7)j-1 X (aj, bj ) X {tj+l} X ... X {tm}, aj = min( -r, tj), bj = max(r, tj),

and Pi is a non-negative bounded function on the interval (aj, bi ) .

Recall that g~(t) = g~(t, x; t), .:FJ(t) = .:FJ(t, x; t). It is now easy to see that one can go
to the limit in (3.28) for e -4 0 in the space LP(Qt x ~Qx). Hence,

(3.29) (2T )mg(i" . .. , im) - j g = ~(2T)m-j j Pj(Sj) . :Fj(s)ds" ... , dSj.
(-T,T)m)- Jj

Prove now that for V -4 00 each term on the right of (3.29) tends to zero in LP( Qt X ~Qx) ,
provided, after fixing the small positive nurnber 8 and the C 2 function 9 the positive
number 0" is choosen small enough. The j-th term on the right in (3.29) is equal to

(3.30)

(2r)m- j j pj(sj)ds\, ... ,dsj(j dyEv(i,x;s.,;,y)· u(s',j,y)' ß(s.,;,y) x

(-T,T)j-l x(aj,bj) Rn

X [t "J(S.,j, y)fg(y)] ).
k=l Yk
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(3.32)

Here St,j = (SI, ... , Sj, tj+l1 ... ,tm)' The integration with respect to y is over the set
Qx \ ~Qx' For x E ~Qx the function Eil (t, x; St,j, y) is estimated as in [Ba-Tr}, using (~.20)

and (3.14):

n

(3.31) L: (zk ( t, x) - Zk ( oS t ,j, y) )2 =
k=l

i m n

L:((Xk-Yk)+i(tk- Sk))2+ L: (Xk-Yk?+ L: ((Xk-Yk)+i(hk(t ,X)-h k(St,j,y))2.
k=1 k=j+l k=m+l

Since ("\7hk)(O) = 0 and the Euclidean distance from ~Qx to Qx \ tQx is equal to ~<5, for
small <5 > 0 and small enough (7 > 0 ((7 depending on <5)

IEv(t, Xj St,j, y)l~ (Jn:rexp ( _v
2 ~~) •

It follows that the ~ight hand side of (3.29) for v -+ 00 tends to zero in LP(Qt x ~Qx).

Note that for each fixed v the term

(3.33) J gv(t,xjs)ds
(_",)m

is an entire function in z = z(t,x) (see (3.20), (3.21) and (3.22)). So, it remains to prove
that QlI(t,X;t) tendsto u(t,x) in LP(Qtx~Qx)'

Write as in [Ba-Tr) the formula (3.14) in the form

z = x + i<jJ(t,x),

and make the change of variables y -+ x - ~ 1 we get

where

(3.35)

For v -+ 00 the integral

K(t,y) = g(y). u(t,y)· 6.(t,y).
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(3.36)

(lI"ti Jexp {-t (Yk + iv('Mt,x) - q;k(t, x - ~)))2} .ß(t, x - ~) . XSUppg(x - ;)dY
Rn ,1;:=1

39

tends to 1 uniformly for (t,x) E Qt X ~Qx (see [Ba-Tr]). Here Xsuppg is the function which
equals one on suppy and zero elsewhere. Denote the function under the integral sign in
(3.36) by .cv(x, t; y). It is now enough to show that with v = 9 . U

(3.37) J.cv(x, t; y} . {v(t, x - ~} - v(t, x)} dy = J+ J = .1\(v) + .1~v),
Rn lul<C lul>C

considered as a function of (t, X), tends to zero in LP(Qt x ~Qx). Estimate the LP norm

of J1{v) , using Hoelder's inequality (p' -is conjugate to p).

p

J dtdx Jdy.cv(x,tjy)·{v(t,x-~)-v(t,x)} <
Qt x tQz IJlI<C

(3.38) J dtdx ( J l.cv(x, tj y)IP
' dY) ~ J Iv(t, x - ~) - v(t, xJr dy ::;

QtX ~Q.:r yl<C IJlI<C

coost J dy J dtdx Iv(t,x - ~} - v(t, xW .

11I1<C Qt x tQ.:r

This implies that J1{v) tends to zero in LP(Qt x ~Qx) for each fixed C. The LP norm of

J'l{v) is estimated similarly. Use that if (t, x) is contained in Qt X ~Q r and if g(x - ~) i= 0
(hence x - ~ E Qx) then

(3.39)

(see (2.13) of [Ba-Tr]) if EJ and aare small enough, and, therefore

(3.40)

Hence
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(3.41)
P

f dtdxl3Jvl iP ~ COllst f dtdx J exp {_~IYI2}.(Iv(t,x - ~)I + Iv(t,x)l) dy <

QtxtQz QtX tQz 1111>C

dtdx f exp{-~lyndY· (iV(t, x - ~)IP + Iv(t, x)IP) ~
1111>0

~ COllst J
QtxtQz

~ COllst f
QtxQz

lu(t, x )lPdtdx· f
1111>0

3
exp{ -4!yI2}dy.

Thus, :riv) is small in· LP( Qt x ~Qx) uniformIy in lJ if C is .Iarge enough. Lemma 3.6 is
proved completeIy. 0

Remark 3.1. Hin certain Iocal coordinates (x, t) on M the Lj are given by (3.12), then
in the lemma 3.6 one cau take IU = Qt x Qx and "U = Qt x ~Qx, where Qx = (-8, 8)n C

]Rn, ~Qx = (_~,.+~)n C ]Rn as in the proof of part c) and Qt = (u~, u~) x (a~, u~) X

... (a:n,a~J c IRm whenever 8 > 0 is small enough and aj < aj, max{l17jl,l17jl} ::; a for
j = 1, ... , m and for some a > 0 which is sufficiently small (in dependence of 8). This cau
be seen by a slight modification of the proof.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. We may assume that p = 0 and in a neighbourhood of zero M is
given by the equations

(3.42) x = h(w, y)

where z = x + iy E C2, w E cn-2
, h is C'J function (with values in IR2

) defined in a
neighbourhood of zero in cn- 2 X IR2

, h(O) = 0, (V'h) = O. Denote, as usual, by Cß the
space of functions which are Hölder continuous of order ß (ß E (0,1)) and by Gl,ß the
space of functions with first order derivatives in Cß. Let A~,ß be the space of functions
which are analytic in D, are of dass Cl,ß in D and vanish at l.

Since the dimension of the local orbit germ OIOC(M, p) is equal to dirn.,. M -1 > dimeR M ,
according to [Tul] there exist functions Wo and Wl in A~,ß (ß is same number between ~

. and 1) such that the differential of the mapping

w E Al,ßo ,(3.43)

211'

W -> h(w) ~ f h(~;~'%I~())ld(l,
o

at Wo in the direction Wl does not vanish. Here y is the solution of Bishop's equation
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y = Tl h(w, Y) ,

41

Tl 9 is the harmonie eonjugate, whieh vanishes at 1, of a funetion 9.

Consider now for q in a neighbourhood of p = 0 on the CR-submanifold No of M
the family {fq} of analytie discs of dass GI,ß, whieh satisfy the following eonditions: The
boundaries fq(aD) are contained in .M, fq(l) = q and the orthogonal projection 7r onto
Tg M of fq is equal to 7rq +Wo + Q'WI for a small real number Q'. By (Tu2] the fq are
uniquely determined (the (Yn-l, Yn )-eomponent of such a disc i8 the solution of Bishop's
equation, see (3.44)) and the mapping

(3.45)

q In a neighbourhood of zero on No, (E ID>, is of dass GI,ßt (~ < ßI < ß) .

We will prove now that the mapping (3.46) with ( = r E (1 - 8,1] for some positive 8
defines a diffeomorphism onto an analytic manifold Xj, such that (Xj UNo) n w is equal ta
the required GI manifold with boundary X j n w. Indeed, write the Gl,ß rnanifold No as
the graph of a CR-function 9 (of dass Gl,ß) over a hypersurface 'Ho (of the same dass) in
La = ToNo+ JToNo:

(3.46) No = {z + g( z) : z E 'Ho} 1

9 i8 a CR-function with values in the orthogonal complement L~, 9(0) = 0, (Vg(O)) =
O. Consider analytic discs f~ : ID ---+ La with boundary f~(8ID) contained in Ho, of
dass GI,ßt, such that f~(l) is equal to the orthogonal projection IIq of q onto Lo and
the w-component of f~, (i.e. the projeetion 7rf~ of /~ onto TJo M C La) is equal to
7rq + Wo + aWl' The discs f~ are uniquely determined by Bishop's equation (see [Tu2]
theorem 1.6). Moreover, by lemma 3.6 the mappings

(3.47) (( E 80)

extend to mappings of dass Gl,ßl on the dosed disc D which are analytie in D, and
moreover, Fq( aD) is contained in No C M. So by the uniqueness of analytie discs with
given parameters and boundaries in M we must have

(3.48)

Henee fq (80) is contained in No. The (Xn-l' xn ) -cornpanent of /0 (r) is equal to
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(3.49)

211" .

J(r) = 1 - r
2Jh(wo(() +QWl((), YWO+OWI (()) ld(l

21r Ir - (12
o

with YWO+awl = Tlh(wo +aWl,Ywo+OWt) . Since WO,WI and YWO+OWI are In GI,ßl and vanish
at 1, it is not hard to see that

1 - r
2

{" }(3.50) J(r) = 271" h(wo + aWI) + 0(1) ,

this equality holds uniformly for small real a and r --+ 1. Hy the choice of Wo and Wl
(tr J)(1) is not zero for some suitable small real a. This means (see (3.49)) that wi th this
choice of Wo, WI and Q the vector

(;/0) ((ll'=l

is not zero and is not contained in ToM.' Moreover, since by the Cauchy-Riemann equations,
applied to the analytic function Jo, this vector is contained in JToNo C L o , the mapping

(3.51) (q, r) --+ f~(r), q in a neighbourhood of zero on No, r E (1 - 8,11

is a diffeomorphism onto a neighbourhood of zero on the union of Ho with a one-sided
neighbourhood of 'Ho in L o . Using again lemma 3.6 we get t~t 9 extends to an analytic
function 9 on the one-sided neighbourhood of 'Ho in L o and Xj is the graph of 9 over the
mentioned one-sided neighbourhood. Moreover, 9(f~ (r)) is equal to the Poisson integral at
the point r of the GIßI function 9 0 f~, which is defined on the unit cirde 1r. It follows easily
that X j n w is of dass Cl. It is dear from the considerations made above that the analytic
hypersurface X j is contained in the envelope of holomorphy of an arbitrary neighbourhood
of No in cn. So, if M is contained in the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain n
then the analytic hypersurface is contained in n and relatively dosed in nnw. Lemma 3.1
is proved. 0

4. REMOVABLE SETS

In this section we will prove theorems 1 and 2, related results for more general hypersur
faces, and results on (LP, ab) -removability.

Let H be an orientable hypersurface in cn. Fix the positive side of H. Let K be a
relatively closed subset of H. A point p E H will be called (H\I() -regular if each function
u which is analytic on the positive side 01 H\I( has analytic extension to a one-sided
neighbourhood of p. More precisely, this means the following: There exists a one-sided
neighbourhood Op 01 p and an analytic function u p in Op. 1/ Op is coniained on ihe
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positive side 0/ H then we require that up eoineides with u on the interseetion 0/ Op with
a .germ %ne-sided neighbourhoods 0/ H\l< . 1/ Op is eontained on the negative side 0/ H
then we require that up is analytie in a neighbourhood 0; 0/ Op \1< (in partieular up is
analytie near eaeh point 0/ H\I< dose to p) and coincides with u on the intersection of
0; with a germ 0/ one-sided neighbourhoods 0/ H\l< .

Proof of theorems 2 and 2a. We will prove theorem 2a. Theorem 2 follows easily from
theorem 2a. Let H, M and 1< be as in theorem 2a. The set of (H\l<) -regular points is
open and contains H\l<. Let M reg be an arbitrary open subset of M consisting of (H\l{)
regular points. It is not hard to see that each function which is analytic on the pseudoconvex
side of H\l< has analytic extension to a one-sided neighbourhood of (H\l{) U M reg (which
is necessarily contained on the pseudoconvex side of H). We have to show that all points
of [< are regular.

The following proposition shows that all points in the G.J(M) -invariant huH !(M\!() of
the set M\l{ are regular. By corollary 2.1 this implies the theorem.

Proposition 4.1. Let H, M and !( be' as in theorem !Ja. Suppose , : [0,1] --t M is a CR
curve. 1/ for t E [0,1) the points ,(t) are (H\l{) -regular then ,(I) is (H\l() -regular.

Proof. Let Ho be a neighbourhood of ,(I) on Hand let U.y C H be a neighbourhood
of ,([0,1)) consisting of (H\K) -regular points. Denote M\U"( by M"(. Let u be analytic
on the pseudoconvex side of Ho \M"( ,say, u is analytic in the one-sided neighbourhood 0"(
of Ho\M"(. Take a sequence tk E (0,1), tk T1 and let Ck = Ck(-'y(tk) , i,'(tk)) C Mn U,
be small disjoint eR-cones on M. Apply lemma 3.2 to each Ck • For each k we get a C 2

function dk on M with small C2 norm such that

supp dk eCk;

(4.1) for ZECk the point z + dk(z) is contained in M"( U 0"(;

,(tk) is a minimal point of Mdk = {z + dk(z) : z E M}.

Suppose the C2 norms of the dk tend to zero sufficiently fast. Then d = L:~1 dk is of
elass C2 and ,(tk) are minimal points of the deforrned manifold Md = {z + d(z) : z E M}.

Let Mo be the part of M contained in a smaIl neighbourhood of ,(I) on H. Sweep out a
small neighbourhood U of ,(I) on H by disjoint generic CR-manifolds Mt (t E (-8,8))
which are elose (in C2

) to Mo. (For example, take the Mt to be parallel shifts of Mo
in certain Euclidean coordinates in a neighbourhood of ,(I) on H.) Let ko be large

ko
enough and denote by d' the function d' = L: dk • Extend the dk , k = 1, ... , ko , to C2

k=l
functions on U, denoted also by dJ;, such that the extended functions have disjoint support
not containing ,(I) and the set {z +dk(z) : z E U} is contained in U UO~ for aIl k. Denote
by the same letter d' the surn of the extended functions for k = 1, ... ,ko . Then for srnall
8 > 0 for t E (-8,8) the deformed manifolds Mt = {z + d'(z) : z E Md are contained in
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Mt U 0"'( and are elose (in 0 2
) to Mg' and, thus, to Mg (see Fig. 2). Let v be the unit

normal to H at ,(I) which is directed to the pseudoconvex side of H. For each t E (--:-8,8)
we make a small parallel shift of Mg' to the pseudoconvex side of H: Consider

(4.2) Mt ~f Mt + IJ (t) . v

for a small positive constant IJ(t) choosen in such a way that Mt is contained in 0"'(.

Decreasing 8 if necessary we may apply the lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 to the manifolds Mt, t E
(-8,8)\ {O} , and to the restriction of the function u to these manifolds. We get open sets
V; on Mt, t E (-8,8) ,all Vi elose in 0 2 to va, and open sets

(4.3) ~d' ~f {z +d' (z) + IJ (t) . v : z E V;}

on Mt which are elose to VO
d

' in the C2 topology. Moreover, va IS a neighbourhood of
,(I) on M.

We get also an open convex cone ]( in cn (cn ~ Tpcn for p E C" ) such that for
t E (-8,8)\{O} the function u has an analytic continuation from a neighbourhood of ~d'

to a neighbourhood of the elosure of the wedge W(~d', J() (see Fig. 2). Recall, that d'
vanishes near ,(1) on H. Hence d' vanishes on a neighbourhood 'Va of ,(I) on Va and for
t elose to zero, say [tl< 8', the function d' vanishes on open subsets 'Vi of V; which are elose

in 0 2 to 'Va. Hence '~d' = 'V; and '~dl ~f '~dl + IJ(t) . v = 'V; + IJ(t) . v for It[ < 8'. Since
the V; and the number 8 will be needed no more, for notational convenience we will write 8
instead of '8 and Vi instead of '~. Thus, with the new meaning of vt and 8 we have

~ d' - der
~ = Vi = Vi +s(t). v, (t E (-8,8)).

The previous arguments hold for all sufficiently small numbers set) > 0, so for each t E
(-8,8)\ {O} there exists an analytic function in W(vt, ]() which coincides with u near V;.
By the pseudoconvexity assumption for H it is elear that the W(V;, J() are contained on
the pseudoconvex side of H.

Denote U+ = U Vi, It is now easy to see that we get an analytic function u+ in the
tE(O,6)

connected set 0+ der U W(V;, J() which coincides with f near U+. In an analoguous
tE(O,6)

way we define 0_ and U_ and get an analytic function u_ on 0_ which coincides with
u near U_.

Now 0+ U 0_ cover a one-sided neighbourhood of ,(1). Moreover, u+ coincides with
u_ on W(va, ]() = 0+ n 0_. Indeed, YQ contains a regular point let) for some t < 1
elose to 1. So there exists a one-sided neighbourhood O"'((t) of I(t) and an analytic function
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u1'(t) In 01'(t) which coincides with u near H n 01'(t). We may suppose that o')'(t) nU+ and
O..,(t) n U_ are connected. Therefore, u..,(t) coincides with u+ at the connected component
of O..,(t) n 0+ which contains O')'(t) n U+ in its boundary. Similarly, u')'(t) coincides with
u_ at points in the connected component of O..,(t) n 0...;, which contains· O..,(t) n U_ in its
boundary. Thus u+ = u_ on an open subset of o+no_ , hence, since 0+ no_ = W(VO, I()
is connected, u+ = u_ on 0+ n 0_. We got a wen defined analytic function in 0+ U 0_
which coincides with u near U+ U U_ = U\M. Thus it coincides with u near U\I(. We
proved that ,(t) is regular. 0

Proof of the theorem 2'. Let n,l\1 and !( be as in theorem 2'. Put H = an. We start
with a function u which is analytic on the "inner side" of H\l(. Let Mreg be as above
an open subset of M consisting of (H\I() -regular points of M. J( does not divide the
connected hypersurface an, otherwise it must contain a compact generic CR-manifold of
dimension 2n - 2 which would be a CR-invariant subset of M. It is now easy to see that each
function which is analytic on the inner side of H\I< has analytic extension to a connected
open set which contains a one-sided ne~ghbourhood of each point of (H\K) U M reg • This
time the one-sided neighbourhood is not necessarily contained on the inner side of H, hut
for each point of H\M we mayassume that it iso By the Hartogs-Bochner theorem it is
enough to show that each point of M is regular.

The regularity of all points of M is proved using corollary 2.1 and a variant of proposition
4.1 adapted to this case. This variant is proved in the same way as the proposition 4.1 itself:
Ho, U--y and M--y denote the same as in the proof of proposition 4.1, hut the connected set
0.., which contains a one-sided neighbourhood of each point of Ho \M--y is not necessarily
contained on the inner side of H. Choose CR-cones Ck as in the proof of proposition 4.1

00

and construct adeformation d = L: dk with the dk satisfying conditions (4.1). For this
k=l

we use the lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 instead of lemma 3.2. The manifolds Mt and the function
d' are choosen as in the proof of proposition 4.1 and v denotes the inner normal to H at
1'(1). The manifolds Mt and the manifolds Mt = Mt +s(t)·v are defined as in (4.2); for
t E (-8,8) \ {O} and small s(t) > 0 the manifold Mt' is easily seen to be contained in 0..,.
The rest of the praof is identical to that of proposition 4.1. Theorem 2' is proved. 0

Proof of theorems 1, la and 1'. We will prove theorem 1. The proof of the theorem la
and l' is similar to the proof of the "if" -part of theorem 1. The" if" -part of theorem 1 we
will derive from theorem 2. With the same definition of (an\I() -regular points as in the
preceeding proof the following lemma holds.

Lemma 4.1. Suppose for the point p E J{(C M)

(4.4) dimr T: M < 2n - 4
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(in other words, M is not maximally comp/ex at p and, there/ore, dimr T/ M = 2n - 6).
Then p is (an\!{ )-regular.

Proof. Let U be a small neighbourhood of p on an 1 such that Mo = NI nU is connected
and relatively closed in U, and, moreover, dimr T; Mo = 2n - 6 for each q E Mo. Thus,
Mo is a generic manifold of real dimension 2n - 3. Let Mt C U be a generic CR-manifold
of real dimension 2n - 2 which is a proper submanifold of U c an and contains Mo. Such
a manifold MI can be obtained, for example, in the following way. Consider Euclidean
coordinates rp on U l rp : U -+ IR.2n-t, take a vector l/ in 1R2n- I which is not contained in
Tlp(p)c.p(Mo) , and put

(4.5) MI = {z EU: z = rp-I(rp(() + sv), (E Mo, sE (-8,8)}

for a small positive number 8. Shrinking U if necessary we get the desired CR-manifold
Mt.

Apply now theorem 2a to the hypersurface U , the generic CR-manifold Mt of dimension
2n - 2 and the relatively closed subset Mo of U which is contained in Mt. Since Mo
is itself a manifold. and for q E Mo T; Mo does not contain T; MI (the first space has
dimension 2n - 6, the second one has dimension 2n - 4) Mo does not contain non-empty
CR-invariant subsets of MI' So by theorem 2a each point of Mo is (U\Mo) -regular and
therefore also (on\!{) -regular. 0

Continue now the proof of theorem 1. Suppose either !{ does not coincide with M or
M is not a maximally complex CR-manifold. Consider the set

(4.6) !{1 = !{\ {p E !{ : dimr r;M = 2n - 6} = {p E [{ : dimr T; M = 2n - 4} .

!{\!(I consists of the points of !( for which M is not maximally complex (and therefore
generic), so !(1 is closed. Moreover , !(\ K t consists of (an\1{) -regular points by lemma
4.1. Let f< be the set of non-regular points of 1(1 and suppose [( =1= 0. Since f< is compact
and is contained in the set of maximally complex points of M , k does not coincide with M .
Let p be a "boundary point" of f< : p E [(nM\K. Let again U be a small neighbourhood
of p on an such that Mo = M n U is connected and relatively closed in U. Construct
as in the proof of lemma 4.1 a generic CR-manifold MI of dimension 2n - 2 which is a
proper submanifold of U c an and contains Mo. The manifold M 1 can be obtained as in
the proof of lemma 4.1. The only point is that the vector v must be choosen accurately to
avoid complex tangeneies of MI. If U is sufficiently small this can always be done. Apply
theorem 2a to the hypersurface U, to the generic CR-manifold Mt and the relatively closed
subset f( n U of U, k n U c Mo .

Claim 4.1. j'( n U does not contain GJ(Md -invariant subsets 0/ M1.
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Proof. A non-empty relatively closed GJ(Mt} ~invariant subset /(' of j( n U is the union
of CR-submanifolds of MI of dimension 2n - 3 , since K' is itself contained in the nlanifold
Mo oi dimension 2n - 3. Being the union of manifolds oi that dimension the set /(' is
relatively open in Mo. But it is also relatively closed in U, sO by the connectedness of Mo
we must have K' = Mo. But this contradicts tbe fact that p E i< nM\j( (i.e. Mo contains
points elose to p which are not in fc and therefore not in !('). 0

The "if" -part of theorem 1 follows now from theorem 2a.

The following lemma is needed for tbe proof of the "only if" part of theorem 1.

Lemma 4.2. Let n be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in cn, n 2: 3, with boundary
an 0/ dass C 2. Suppose M is a maximally complex CR-mani/old 0/ dass C2 contained in
an. Then M is orientable.

Proof. By {Fo], lemma 2.1, for all p in M we have

(4.7) TpM rt. T:an.
Give an tbe canonical orientation induced from cn. Since M is maximally complex, the
space T;M has real codimension one in TpM. For getting an orientation of Mit is sufficient
to choose a continuous nowhere vanishing vector field on M with values in the orthogonal
complement TpM e TiM of T;M in TpM. But by (4.7) for each p E M the real line
TpM e T;M has non-trivial projection onto Tpan 8 T;an. Thus, the orientation of an
induces an orientation of M. 0

Now we corne to the proof of the "only if" part of theorem 1. Suppose /( = M is a
connected maximally complex CR-manifold of dimension dimr M = 2n - 3 of dass C 2

imbedded into an. By lemma 4.2 we may suppose that M is oriented. By the theorem 1
of [Ha-La] applied to an arbitrary Stein neighbourhood n1 of n there exists a complex
analytic variety V of complex dimension dirne V = n -1 contained in fh \M and relatively
compact in n1 such that

(4.8) d[V] = ±[M]

in the sense of currents. Take instead of n a slightly smaller strictly pseudoconvex domain
n' with M C an' and n' eMu n. Apply the same arguments to arbitrary Stein
neighbourhoods of 0' we get that

(4.9) v C OUM.

We have to show that n\V is pseudoconvex. Take a strongly pseudoconvex defining function
p in a neighbourhood of n, 0 = {p < O}, p of dass C2 and dp #- 0 on an. Consider
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the relatively compact subset {p < -t;} of n with t; > 0 a small number. V is locally the
zero set of an analytic function (see, for example, [Na] or [Ci]). Thus the set {p < -t;} \ 'I is
pseudoconvex for sufficiently small t; > O. Ey the Behnke-Stein theorem (see, for example,
[VIa] III 16.10) the domain 0\V = U ({p < -~} \ V) iso pseudoconvex. 0

nEN

Now we will come to the proof of theorem 2b. We need analogs of proposition 3.1 and
related results for CR-functions of elass LP on hypersurfaces. For simplicity we will for
mulate these results only for hypersurfaces, not for manifolds of lligher codimension. (The
statement and the proof which we choosed here, have a natural analogue for manifolds of
higher codimension.)

Definition 4.1. Suppose H is a hypersur/ace 0/ class C2 in cn. Let p E Hand let 0
be a one-sided neighbourhood 0/ p (with respeet to H) with C2 boundary ao. Suppose
ao contains a connected neighbourhood U 0/ p on H. Let u be a /unction on H which is
locally 0/ class LP, 1 ~ p ~ 00. We will say, that u has an HP-extension to 0 i/ there exists
an analytic /unction Uo 0/ class HP in 0 such that the boundary values 0/ Uo on U coincide
with u.

Here HP (0) deIiotes the usual Hardy space in O. For 0 < p < 00 it consists of all
analytic functions F in 0 for which

lIFIIHP(O) ~r sup JIFIPdm2n-1 < 00
t">O

BOr

for any fixed family of approximating domains O~, O! = {.x < -t;} for a C2 function A
in a neighbourhood of 0 with 0 = {A < O} and dA -# 0 on ao. m2n-l is the (2n - 1)
dimensional surface measure on aOt". HOO(0) is the space of all bounded analytic functions
in O. See also [Steinl] for more details.

We will say that a funetion u E Lroc( H) has local HP -extension at p, i/ u has HP -ex
tension to certain one-sided neighbourhood 0 0/ the kind described in the definition.

We need the following lemma only for p E [1,00), but for completeness reasons we state
it also for p = 00.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose H is a hypersurface of class C2 in cn and p is a minimal point
of H. Then each CR-function 0/ class L~oc(H), 1 :::; P :::; 00, has loeal HP -extension at
p. Moreover, there exists a fixed one-sided neighbourhood 0 0/ p 0/ the kind described
in definition 4.1 such that each CR-function 0/ class L~o/H) has HP -extension to O. "
depends only on Hand p, not on p.

Proof of lemma 4.3. By Tumanov's theorem [Tul], [Tu2] there exists w E A6'O', (a E
(~, 2)), with the following properties:
For q in H, q elose to p, denote by /q the uniquely determined analytic disc
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fq(= fq,w) : [ll"-+ cn, fq(T) C MI,

for which fq(l) = q and the orthogonal projection 7r of fq auto the complex linear subspace
T;H of cn (of complex codimension one) is equal to 7rq +w. For certain AO E (0,1) and
a neighbourhood Uo of p on H the mapping

(A, q) -+ fq(A), ..\ E (..\0,1], q E Uo,

is (for some ß E (~, a) ) a CI,ß diffeomorphism onto UoU 0 0 for same one-sided neighbour
hood 0 0 of p with (800 ) n H = Uo . In particular, by the Cauchy-Riemann equations the
derivative :olp(eiS) 10=0 is not zero.

Choose Euclidean coordinates

v -+ q(v), v E V C IR 2n-t;
In a neighbourhood of p on H with the following properties: V = ~ X V' C IR2n-t, VI C
IR, V' C IR 2n-2, V is a neighbourhood of zero in lR2n- I and for each fixed VI E ~ the
mapplug

(4.10)

is a diffeomorphism onto a neighbourhood of p on H. We may suppose that VI is small
enough so that for each VI E Vi the image of the mapping (4.10) contains a fixed connected
neighbourhood UI of p on H. Moreover, we may suppose that for VI E VI the image of
the diffeomorphism

(4.11) (8,V' ,A) -+ f q(vI.v l )(Ae iO
), 181< 8, v' E V', A E (Ao,l]

contains UI U 0 1 for a fixed one-sided neighbourhood 0 1 of P ,and the norms of the
diffeomorphisms (4.11) and the norms of the inverses are uniformly bounded for VI E V; .
We need the following

Lemma 4.4. With the previous notations let Hd = {z +d(z) : ZEH} be a hypersurJace oJ
dass Cl , which is dose to H in Cl (say, d has small norm in Cl). Suppose U2 C UI is
a neighbourhood oJ p on H such that (U2 )d = {z +d(z) : z E U2 } is contained in VI U 0 1 •

Then fOT each polynomial P the Jollowing estimate holds

(4.12) JIPIPdm2n-1 ~ CJ!P!Pdm2n-l

(U:il)d U3

fOT a suitable neighbourhood U3 oJ p on H. U3 contains U2 . U3 is small if U2 is small
enough.
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m2n-l denotes, as usual, the (2n - 1) -"dimensional surface measure. p is areal number,
1 ~ p < 00, and the constant C depends only on H, U2 , d, and on theexponent p.

Proof of lemma 4.4. Fix VI E VJ.. There is a function A = AV1 (f), V') of dass Clon
(-0,0) X V' with values in (0,1] such that the Cl norm of 1 - A is small uniformly for
VI E VI , and, moreover,

(4.13)

is an open subset of Hd which contains (U2 )d. By the dassical HP theory for the unit disc

(4.14) JIP 0 f,IPdml:S Cl JIP 0 f.IPdml'
ryq T

Here q = q(VI, V') is fixed, lq is the curve

/q = {A V1 (0, v')e i8
: 181 < ö}

contained in D, dml is the one-dimensional Hausdorff-measure on a curve, the real number
p is contained in [1,00). The inequality (4.14) is Carleson's imbedding theorem. Indeed,
for each q the one-dimensional Hausdorff-measure on rq n [) is a Carleson measure:

(4.15)

for every ball B p ( () with center ( E T = ro and radius p > O. The constant A depends on
the Cl norm of the function e~ (1 - AV1 (e, v')) and thus can be choosen to be independent
of (VI, v') E VJ. X V'. The inequality (4.14) holds now with

Cl = a· AP + 1

for an absolute constant a. (See, for example [Vi-Ha] or [Koo] for more detailed information
on Carleson's imbedding theorem and maximal functions.)

Integrate now (4.14) for fixed VI with respect to v' E V'. We get (since the set (4.13)
contains (UZ)d)

(4.16) J IPIPdm2n-l:S C2Jdv' JId(1 IP 0 f,(vI,v')(()IP.

{U2)d v' T

This holds for each VI E VI' Integrate over VI E VI we get
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For estimating the right hand side of (4.17) we use that for each fixed ( E 1[' the mapping

(4.18) V .--t !q(v)((), v E V,

i8 a diffeomorphism onto its image, provided V is small. The norms of the diffeomorphisms
and the inverses are uniformly bounded for ( E 'Ir . Indeed, we may consider the mapping

(4.19) q in a neighbourhood of p on H

instead of (4.18). Consider the~projection 7r oi- (4.19) onto T;H ,

(4.20)

Its differential is an isomorphism on T;H for each ( E 1['. It remains to differentiate
Bishop's equation (see [Tu2] §2) in the direction TpH 8 T;H .

It follows that for each ( E T and each function F E LfoAH)

(4.21 ) J dv1dv'IF 0 !q(vI,v')(O!P ::; C3 J!F!Pdm2n-l

~XV' ~

holds for a neighbourhood U3 of p on H, which contains !q(Vl.VI )(() for all (VI, v') E
VI x V', ( E 11". It is clear that U3 cau be taken small if Uz is small. Integration with
respect to ( gives the desired result. Lemma 4.4 is proved. 0

Continue now the proof of lemma 4.3. Let first p < 00. Consider a neighbourhood Uz
of p on H, U2 C Ul • Let 80 be a small positive number. For 8 E (0,80) denote by d3

a Cl function on H which is equal to 8 . V on Uz . Here v i8 the unit normal of H at
p which is directed into 0 1 • If So is small enough, we may apply lemma 4.4 to U2 and
d = d3 for each s E (0, so). Integrating inequality (4.12) (written for d6 instead of d) with
respect to the parameter 8 we get

(4.22) JIplPdm2n ::; C'JIplPdm2n-l

O2 U3

for certain one-sided neighbourhood O2 of U2 and all polynomials P. This implies in a
standart way that for each compact subset !( of O2
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m;x IPI ::; 6"{/()JIPIPdm2n-1

u3

for eaeh polynomial P.

Let now S be a non-negative C2 funetion on U2 whieh is zero on a connected neigh
bourhood U~ of p on H, U~ C U2,.and strictly positive on U2\U~. Put d(q) = S(q)· v
with v as above.

Let 0 be a one-sided neighbourhood of p, 0 C O2 , with C2 boundary 80, such that
apart of 80 is eontained in (U2 )d and the other part oE 80 is a compaet subset of O2 •

By lemma 4.4 and the preeeeding remark

(4.24) IIPIIHP(O) ::; C(O) JIPIPdm2n-1

U3

for eaeh polynomial P.

Let now u be a CR-function on H of elass Lioe' We may suppose that the set U3 in
(4.24) is smaIl enough to apply the approximation lemma 3.6.e. with 'U = U3 . Let the
polynomials {Pk } k= I approximate u in LP (U3, dm2n-d. Then for {Pk } k>1 as weIl as for
{Pk - Ptlkl2:1 the estimate (4.24) holds. Henee, Pk converge in HP(O) to a funetion Uo
and the boundary values of Uo on U~ are equal to u. Lemma 4.3 is proved for p < 00.

For p = 00 we add the following simple arguments. Note first that LOO c Lroe, so eaeh
bounded CR-function u on H has loeal H 2 -extension u at p. Moreover, using (4.21)
integrated with respect to ( and the approximation lemma 3.6.c we may choose a sequence
of polynomials {'Pn}~=l in cn such that

f Jdv JIu 0 !q(v)(O - P n 0 !q(v)«)12Id(1 < ClO.

n=l V T

It follows that for almost all q EHelose to p the funetion u 0 fq((), (E T, extends to an
H 2-funetion u q on the unit disc D. Since u is bounded the extension of U 0 fq is bounded for
almost all q by the essential supremum of lul. Using the existence of non-tangential boundary
values almost everywhere for the loeal H2-extension u (boundary values on apart of H) and
for the functions U q (boundary values on T) we see by Privalov's uniqueness theorem that
for almost all q EHelose to p and for ( E D elose to Olle u q(() coincides with Ü 0 fq( () .
Thus Iül is bounded almost everywhere by ess sup lul , so by continuity lül is bounded by
ess sup lu[ at all points. Lemma 4.3 is proved completely. 0

Remark 4.1. Lemma 4.3 is stahle under small C2 -deformations: If H1 is elose to H in
C2 the lemma still holds with some 0 1 and U1 elose to 0 and U in the natural sense.
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This follows by slightly varying the family of discs I q • The LP -analog of proposition 3.1 for
hypersurfaces follows: .

Suppose H is a hypersurface of class C2 in cn and N is a CR-orbit of H. Let u be
a CR-funetion 01 class Ljoc on H, 1:S p :S 00. Tf u ha.s loeal HP -extension at some point
p E N J then u has loeal HP -extension at all points of N .

The assertion follows from the deformation argument used in the proof of proposition 3.1
(see also [Jö4]) and from lemma 4.3.

Let now N be a CR-orbit of H which is an open subset of H. Then N contains a
minimal point, hence by lemma 4.3 and the preceeding remark each CR-function u of dass
Lioc(H) has local HP -extension at each point of H. Consider now the union of suitable
one-sided neighbourhoods Op of all points of N such that the CR-function u has HP
extension to each Op. The set obtained in this way may be not locally connected if for some
point p of N it contains one-sided neighbourhoods, say, 0t and 0; , on both sides of N.

Claim 4.2. If u has HP -extension to 0: and to 0; then (after a correction on a set of
measure zero on H) u extends to an analytie function in a neighbourhood of the point p.

Proof. Suppose the Zl -axis is transverse to H at p. Let D = D1 X D' (D 1 = {[Zl - z~1 <
R} c C, D' C cn- 1

) be a small open polydisc centered at same point zO of 0: ' which
contains p and which closure is contained in 0; uHu 0:. We define a function ü on
0; UHU 0: by the equalities

- 0+U = Uot on p 1 u= U o- on 0-,
p p u= u on H.

Varying, if necessary, 0: and 0; slightly outside a neighbourhood of H 1 we mayassume
that C x {z'} intersects 0: and 0; transversely for z' E D'. Denote for z' E D' the planar
domains (C x {z'}) n 0: and (C x {z'}) n 0; by O:(z') and O;(z'), respectively.

Both domains may be assumed to be simply connected and have C2 boundary. Moreover,
using a maximal function inequality for HP-functions (see [Steinl], II.9 corollary of theorem
10) it is easy to see that for almost all z' the function uot1ot(z') belongs to HP(Ot(z')) and

the same for u o -. Moreover, for almost all r > 0 such that Di x D' der {Zl : IZI - z~l < r} X D'
p

i8 contained in 0; uHu 0: and contains p, the integral

J lülPdm2n-t

(8Dr x D')nO;

i8 finite. Thi8 follows from the maximal function inequality and (4.23). The same is true for
0; instead of 0;. Choose the number R above such that with D 1 = Df the integral
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J liWdm2n-1

8D1 xD'

is finite. Let ß (z') denote the disc D1 x {z'} for z' E D'. Using the preceeding remarks
together with the definition of the HP-extension, we get that for almost all z' the function
uIß(z') n 0: can be represented as ,the Cauchy integral oE U over the boundary

a(ß(Z') n 0:) = (0: n (aD l x {z'})) U (H n (Dl x {z'}))

of ß(z') n 0:.
Moreover, the Cauchy integral of uIß(z') n0; with pole outside O;(z') taken over the

boundary of ß(z') n 0;, is zero for almost all z',E D'. Thus, the Cauchy integral of U over
8ß(z') = aDl x {z'} coincides on ß(z') n 0: with uIß(z') n 0t. By the same reasons
for almost all z' E D' the Cauchy integral of U over 8ß(z') coincides on ß(z') n 0; with
uIß(z') n 0;. Hence, uIß(z') coincides outside a set of zero linear measure on ß(z') n H
with an analytic function on ß(z').

It follows now in a standard way that uo+ID n Op+ extends to an analytic function in D
p

and thus ulD coincides with this analytic function after a correction on a set of zero measure
on H. Indeed, consider the Taylor series of u o+ with respect to Zl near zo:

p

(4.26)
00

Uot(z) = u(z) = Lak(Z')(ZI - z~)k.
k=O

Here z = (zt, z'), z' E D', IZl - zr I < r for same small positive r such that {I Zl - zr I ::;
r} X D' is contained in 0:. (If necessary we will shrink D'.) The coefficients ak,

(4.27)

are analytic functions of z' in a neighbourhood of D'. For almost all z' the function
Zt ---+ UD(Zt, z') is analytic on D t , thus for almost all z' formula (4.26) holds for R > r
instead of r. Hölders inequality and integration over z' give

(4.28) 1
-IPj °1-kPd'U Zl - Zl m2n-l.

Thus for each k
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for a constant C not depending on k and R. Applying in a suitable way the mean value
theorem to the analytic function ak, we get that Rh lak I is bounded on each relatively
compact subset fy of D' by a constant not depending on Rand k. Hence, uOp extends
analytically ioto the set Dl X fy which contains p. 0

Since the orbit N is connected it is now easy to see that there exists a connected open
set " containing a one-sided neighbourhood Op of each point p E N (the Op as in the
definition 4.1) such that for each p, 1::; P ::; 00, each CR-function u on N of dass LfoAN)
has HP -extension to Op for each p. (This follows from the claim 4.2 and the fact that the
CJp may be choosen not depending on the function u and the exponent p.)

We are now ready to give the
Proof of theorem 2b. We will call a point p E M LP(H\K) -regular if each function
u E Lfoc(H) , which satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations (in the weak sense)
on H\I(, satisfies the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations also in a neighbourhood of
the point p on H.

We have to prov-e the following

Lemma 4.5. Let f : [0,1] --+ M be a CR-curve such that ,(t) lS LP(H\I() -regular Jo1'
t E [0,1), p E [1,00). Then ,(1) is LP(H\I<) -regular.

Lemma 4.5 implies theorem 2b. Indeed, let M\I(I be the GJ(M) -invariant hull of
M\I< _ Lemma 4.5 implies that each function u E LtoAH) which is a CR-function on
H\I( is a CR-function on H\I('. 1(' is a compact CR-invariant subset of M. Since
Lfoc(H) C Lfoc(H) for each p 2: 1 , the LP(H\1() -removability is guaranteed, if 1(' is empty.
Hence, theorem 2b is proved for 1 ~ p < 2. If 2 :::; p < 00 and the (2n -1- pi) -dimensional
Hausdorff measure of 1(' is finite, or if p = 00 and the (2n - 2) -dimensional Hausdorf
measure is zero, then by general results on removable singularities for solutions of first order
differential equations (see [Ha-Po], theorem 4.1) 1(' is removablefor the corresponding space
Lfoc' Theorem 2b is proved. 0

Proof of lemma 4.5. Let the CR-curve f on M be the integral curve of a CR-vector
field X2n- 2 (more precisely, of a GJ(M) -vector field) of dass Cl defined in a neighbour
hood of ,([0,1]) on M. Since for p E M the complex tangent space T;M is contained

in T;H we may continue X2n- 2 to a CR-vector field ~X"2n-2 of class Clon H (more pre
cisely, to a GJ(H) -vector field). Let Xl,-" 1 X 2n- 3 be CR-vector fields (GJ(H) -vector
fields) of dass Cl in a neighbourhood of ,([0,1]) on H such that the 2n - 2 real vectors
Xl(p), ... ,X2n- 2 (p) span T;H for each point p of the mentioned neighbourhood . (We
may always consider instead of '/ a small part of " ,][7,1], 7 elose to 1, and make a
reparamet ri zation. So we work in a sufficiently small neighbOUThood of t he point f (1) _)
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M is a generic CR-manifold, hence the subspaces T-y(1)M and T~1)H of T'"'((1)H intersect
transversally. Take to E (0,1) elose enough to 1 and consider a small Cl curve 1: (-8,8) -+

M in M through 1(0) = ,(ta) , which is transverse to (T~to)H)nT-y(to)M.Now we introduce
Euclidean coordinates in a neighbourhood of ,(ta) on H· using the mapping 9X,T of section
2. (Here X = (XI, ,X2n- 2 ) with the CR-vector fields X j defined above.)

Let n = nl x x !12n-2 C 1R 2n- 2 be an open set containing {O} x ... x {O} x [0,1].
The mapping

(4.30) (T, s) -+ G(T, s) ~f 9X,T(/(S)) = 9x2n- 2,T'ln-2 0 ... 0 9X1 ,T1 (/(s)), T E!1, Isl < 8,

defines a diffeomorphism of !1 x (-8,8) onto a neighbourhood of ,([0,1]) on H. Denote
the set G(n x (-8,8)) by Ho. The tangent space at T = 0 of the (2n - 2) -dimensional
Cl manifold

(4.31 ) Qo ~f {G(T, 0), T E O}

is equal to T';(to)H. We work in a small "neighbourhood of ,(I), in particular, ,(ta) is elose
to ,(1), so for each fixed s E (-8,8) the (2n - 2) -dimensional manifold

(4.32)

is a C1-manifold which is the graph of a Cl function over an open subset of T~1)H. In
particular, M intersects each Q6 transversally in H. Thus, MnQ6 is a proper submanifold
of Q6 of dass Cl and of dimension 2n - 3. It is dear that the c10sure of Q6\M in Mn Ho
is equal to Q6'

Fix now a small neighbourhood U'"'( of ,([0,1)) on H which consists of LP(H\I()
regular points. Since 1(0) = ,(ta) E Uoy we may suppose (shrinking fh, ... ,n2n- 3 and
(-8,8) if necessary) that for an open interval n2n- 2 containing to the set

(4.33)
'" def '" '" '"

Ho = G(n x (-8,8)), n = n l x ... x !12n-3 X n 2n- 2 ,

is contained in U'"'(. Set M"I = M\UT

It is c1ear that Ho \M'"'( is connected. Moreover, each point of Ho can be joined with a
point of Ho by an integral curve of X 2n- 2 , in other words, for a suitable interval I we have
the relation

(4.34) U9X'ln_'l,tCHo) = Ho.
tEl

For each s, Isl < 8, denote by N(s) the (Ho\A1"1) -orbit through 1(8). For each orbit N(s)
denote by m(s) the set of all limit points of N(s) on Mn Ho:

(4.35)

We need the following

m(s) = (A!W n M) n Ho.
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(4.36)

Claim 4.3. For each s,[sl < 0, the set N(s) ~N(s)Um(s) is the Ho-orbit through l(s)
and

Proof. If an GJ (Ho\M'"'f) -orbit JV( s) contains for some s' E (-0,0) some point of Q" ~f
G(O x {s'}) then, obviously, it contains Qa" Since X 2n- 2 is tangent to M at points of M
we have for tEl

gX2,._2,t(M n Ho) c M,

9X2,._2,t(Ho\M) C Ho \M.

Thus, all points of G(O x {s'} )\M = Q,f \M can be joined with a point in G(n x {s'} )\M =
Qa

'
\M by an integral curve of X2n- 2 which is contained in Qa

'
\M. ThusJ if N( s) contains

a point of Q" \M , it contains also a point in Qa
'

and thus it contains Q" J andJ thereforeJ

it contains also Qal\M. Since each Q:", is the graph of a Cl-function over a subset of

T;(I)M,

(4.37) (Q:JI\M) nM n Ho = Qa' n M.

Consider first an (Ho \ M--y ) -orbit N (5) of real codimension one in Ho \ Mry. In t his case
N(8) is an analytic hypersurface which contains the subset Q:J U (Q:J\M) of Q:J' At each
point p of this subset the tangent space TpQ:J is equal to T;H. Since Qa is the graph
of a Cl -function over a subset of T';(I)H and Qs n M is a proper submanifold of Q, of
dimension less than Q:J by continuity for p E Q, n M the same equality

(4.38)

holds. Thus (4.38) holds on Q, and, therefore, Qa is an analytic manifold of complex dimen
sion n -1, which is a proper, relatively closed submanifold of Ho. Thus Q, is an Ho-orbit, and
the connected GJ(Ho \ M--y)-invariant set Qa \ M'"'f' which contains l(8), is a (Ho \ M'"'f)-orbit
and is therefore equal to N(8). In the case dimr N(s) = 2n - 2 the claim is proved.

Consider now (Ho \ Mry)-orbits N(8) of dimension 2n - 1. Recal! that N(8) contains all
sets Q,I U (Q~ \ M) which it intersects. Since M is generic and, hence, TpM does not contain
the complex tangent space T; H for p E M the set m(s) C M is contained in the GJ(Ho)
invariant hull of N(8). Moreover, N(s) = N(s) U m(s) is a connected open subset of Ho.
Since U N(8) is GJ(Ho)-invariant, the same is true for the complement. Since each

dim}/(a)=2n-2

N(8) of dimension (2n - 1) is a connected component of the complement U N(s)
dim}/(,);;;;2n-1

we are done. 0
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Continue now the proof of lemma 4.5. We need the following elaim which concerns
(Ho \ M'Y )-orbits of maximal dimension and is in this case formally slightly sharper ,than
lemma 4.5.

Claim 4.4. Suppose the (Ho \ M'Y)-orbit N(s) is open in Ho. Then each CR-function U 0/
dass LP(N(s)), 1 ~ p ~ 00, defines a CR-function on N(s) (of dass LP).

Each point of M n Ho can be joined with a point in M n Ho (i.e. with a regular point)
by an integral curve of X 2n- 2 (which. is contained in M n Ho). Hence elaim 4.4 is exactly
lemma 4.5 (with , and ,(I) replaced by an integral curve of X 2n- 2 and its endpoint) in
the particular case, when the (Ho \ M'Y)-orbit N(s) has maximal dimension. For notational
convenience denote the mentioned integral curve of the vector field X 2n- 2 , as before by 1
and its endpoint by ,(I). Moreover, denote as before a neighbourhood of ,([0,1)) on H,
consisting of regular points, by U'Y and let M'Y = M \ U'Y' We have to prove that u is a
CR-function in a neighbourhood of ,(I) on Ho. Now, if N(s) is open in Ho, N(s) contains a
minimal point of Ho. Thus, by lemma 4.3 and elaim 4.2 there is a connected open set O(s)
which contains a one-sided neighbourhood of each point of N( s) and an analytic function
UO(-,) in O(s) which is locally the HP -extension of u.

We consider now a small C2-deformation of Ho which has fixed all points of M and of
Ho \ N(s) and moves all points of N(s) \ M into O(s). Denote the obtained manifold by Hh.

Apply the scheme of the proof of proposition 4.1. RecaH that the main point is to obtain
a small C 2-deformation of M which fixes M, and moves smaH disjoint CR-cones at some
points ,(tk), tk E (0,1), tk -t 1, into O(s) in such a way that ,(1) becomes a minimal
point of the deformed manifold Md = {z +d(z) : z E M} (see the lemmas 3.3 and 3.4). Let
as in the proof of proposition 4.1 the function d' be elose to d and vanish in a neighbourhood
of ,(1) on M. Say d' moves a finite number of CR-cones on M at ,(tk), k = 1, ... ,ko, into
O(s). Denote by the same letter d' a suitable extension of that function to Hh such that the
deformed manifold (Hh)d

l

is contained in HhUO(s) and thus in MUO(s)U(Ho\N(s)). As
in the proof of proposition 4.1 we sweep out a small neighbourhood of ,(I) on Hh by disjoint

manifolds Mt, t E (-8,8), which are elose to Mo ~f M in the C 2 topology. The deformed
manifolds

Mt = {z + d' (z) : z E Md
are elose to Mg in C2

• Hence, by the lemmas 3.5 and 3.6, each continuous CR-function on
Mt l t E (-8,8), has analytic extension to a wedge W; the edge of which is an open set on
Mt. Moreover, since d' vanishes near ,(1) the W; contain wedges Wt which edges are open
subsets of Mt, and the Wt are elose to each other. Recall now that the CR-function u of elass
Lroc( Ho) has an analytic extension UO(6) to the set O(s). O(s) is a neighbourhood of each
point in Hh \ M which is elose to ,(1). Hence, O(s) contains each Mt, t E (-8,8) \ {O}, and
so UO(,,) has analytic extension to each W t , t E (-8,8) \ {O}. As in the proof of proposition
4.1 we get analytic extensions u+ and u_ of UO(-,) to 0+ = U Wt and to 0_ = U W t •

tE(0,6) tE(-6,0)
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In the same way as in that proof, we see that u+ = u_ in V +n0 _. We obtained an analytic
extension of UO(,,) to a one-sided neighbourhood of ,(1) with respect to Hb and therefore, we
obtained an analytic extension of u to a one-sided neighbourhood VI of ,(I) with respect to
Ho.

lt remains to show that the extended function is of elass HP in a suitably choosen one-
sided neighbourhood of ,(1) (wi t h respect to Ho). To see this use t he deformed manifold
Md obtained above. By Tumanovs theorem ([Tu2]) for ci E (~, 1) there exists an analytic

function w E A~'C\" with values in T;(I) Md, such that

(4.39)

is transverse to Hand directed into 0(8). Here by !q,w, q E M elose to ,(I), we denote the
family of analytic discs of elass C1 ,0', er E (~, er'), with boundary fq,w(T) C Md for which
!q,w(l) = q and the orthogonal projection 1r onto T';(1)Md is equal' to 1r!q,W = 1rq +w. The
existence of the w for which (4.39) has ~he desired properties follows from the construction
of Md: The vectors (4.39) sweep out a cone in the transverse directions to Md and some of
these vectors are directed into 0 1 by the construction of the set 0 1 •

For all manifold's which are C2 elose to Md there exist similar families of analytic dises.
More precisely, we need the following: Let the function d' on M be as above and sufficiently
elose to d in C2 • Extend this time the function d' to Ho (not to Rb). Denote the deformed
manifold {z +d' (z) : z E Ho} by Hg'. We may suppose that d' moves small neighbourhoods
of ,(tk) on Ho, k = 1, ... ,ko, into 0(8) and vanishes outside this neighbourhoods. Hence
each CR-function u on Ho \ M"Y of dass LP (1 ::; p < 00) extends to a CR-function Ud' of
the same dass on (Ho)d' \ MT (This follows from lemma 3.6.c, from the fact that u has
loeal HP -extension at ,(t k) to 0 (s) and from Carleson's embedding theorem (see also t he
proof of lemma 4.4).) Sweep out a neighbourhood of ,(1) on Hg' by disjoint C2 manifolds
Md'(t), Itl < a, such that Mdl(O) = Md' and each Mdl(t), ltl < a, is sufficiently elose to
Md' (and thus to Md) in the C2 topology. We may suppose that (v, t) E V x {It I < a}
define Eudidean parameters on Hg' for a neighbourhood V of zero in IR 2

n-2. More precisely,
there exists a C2 diffeomorphism c.p from V x {lt I < a} onto a neighbourhood of ,(1) on
Hg', such that for each t the mapping v -4 c.p(v, t) is a diff.eOmorphism onto an open subset
of M d' (t). For each t we get analytic discs FV,t with boundary Fv,tClr) contained in Md' (t)
such that Fv,t(l) = c.p( v, t) E M d' (t) and 1r Fv,t = 1rc.p(v, t) +w. By Tumanovs theorem [Tu 2]
the mapping

(4.40) (v,t,.-\) ~ Fv,t(.-\), (v,t,.-\) E V x {ltl < a} x (.-\0,1],

is a diffeomorphism of dass C 1
,0 onto (Hg' nwdu6 for a small neighbourhood Wl of ,(1) and

a one-sided neighbourhood 6 of 1'(1) (with respect to Hg'). We may suppose that 6 C VI,
moreover, V = Vi x v' and (after shrinking VI) for each fixed VI E Vi the mapping
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(O,v',t,-\) -t F(Vl'V1),t(-\e
iB

), (B,v',t,-\) E {IOI < 8} x V' x {Itl < a} x (-\0,1]

is also a diffeomorphism onto (Hg' n W2) U0' for another neighbourhood W2 of ,(1) and
another one-sided neighbourhood 0' C 0 1 of ;(1).

Recall now, that to each CR-function Uof class LFoc (1 ~ P < 00) on Ho \M"'Y corresponds
a CR-function Ud' of the same class on (Ho)d' \ M"'Y' Since M is a generic CR-manifold it is
easy to see that for a suitable neighbourhood W3 of ,(1) in (:Tl the set Hg' nW3 \ M d' consists
of two connected components. After a change of coordinates on H (we have to change only
t-variables and do not change the form of the corresponding system (3.12)) and shrinking
W3, if necessary, we may suppose that both connected components of (Hg' nW3) \ Md' are of
the form described in remark 3.1. Hence, Ud' can be approximated by polynomials in LP on
each of this sets. Take now any sequence ofhypersurfaces (Hd')~ C 0' which approximates
H d' nWI' There is a function A~ of dass Cl with values in (0,1] and small Cl norm of 1- A~,

such that for each fixed VI E Vi

(4.42)

Use now an inequality like (4.14) for each polynomial P, integrate over V' x {t E (0, a)} for
suitable small V' c V' and (j < a and use the approximation theorem. Do the same for
{t E (0, a} replaced by {t E (-a, O} and use that the image of {t = O} under the mapping

(4.43)

has (2n -l)-dimensional measure zero. Integrate over VI' We get an estimate of the LP-norm
of Uo(,,)I(Hd')~ nW4 by the LP-norm of U over a suitable subset of H. (W4 is a suitable neigh
bourhood of ,(I).) It follows (see also the proof of lemma 4.3) that the analytic extension
is of class HP in a suitable one-sided neighbourhood of ,(I) with respect to H d'. Since H d'

contains a neighbourhood of ,(I) on H claim 4.4 is proved. 0

Remark 4.2. The arguments which we used to prove that the extension is of dass LP are
sufficient to prove the claim 4.4. We have to apply it twice with two different functions
Wl,W2 E A6,0'1 such that the vectors ;\!"'Y(l),Wl(-\)!.\=:l and :.\!...,(1),W2(-\)1>.=:1 are linearly inde
pendent. Doing so we do not need claim 4.2. Claim 4.2 seems to us interesting for itself, so
we included it.

If the (Ho \ M"'Y)-orbit N(O) through 1(0) is an open subset of H then we are done by
claim 4.4. Suppose it is not. Denote by An the union of all Ho-orbits of real codimension
one, i.e. the union of all N(s) = #(s) U m(s) which are analytic manifolds. Let Al be the
union of Ho-orbits of real codimension zero. -
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Claim 4.5. Let u be a CR-/unction 0/ dass LP on Ho \ M,.", 1 ::; p < 00. After changing
u on a set 0/ (2n - 1)-dimensional measure zero, u becomes an analytic /unetion on. each
analytic mani/old N(s) for which N(s) is contained in An.

Proof. The claim follows from the approximation lemma 3.6.c. Let U be an open subset
of Ho \ Mry of sufficiently small diameter and let Pn be polynomials which approximate u in
LP(U). We may suppose (after a complex linear change of coordinates) that U contains zero
and near zero H has the form

(4.44) x = h(w, y)

for a (real) C2 function h with h(O) = 0, (\7h)(O) = O. (w,x+iy) = (Wb'" ,Wn_l,x+iy)
are the complex coordinates of (;1. Let Xl, ... , X 2n- 2 be the CR-vector fields on H near
zero for which -the orthogonal 'projection onto Tg H is equal to Re l'Vl , Im Hlt, ... ,Re Wn - l ,

Im Wn - b respectively. (Wb'" , Wn- l are the standard complex vector fields in TiH which
we identify with (;1-1 with complex coordinates Wb'" ,Wn - l .) Denote by p(y) the point
p(y) = (h(y, 0) + iy, 0) on Hand define Cl coordinates on H using the mapping 9x,Y with
the just defined CR-vector fields:

(4.45)

We may suppose that

(T, y) ~ 9X,y(P(y)) ~r G(T, V).

(4.46) U = {G(T,y): TE 1R2n
-

2
, ITI < 8, y E IR, lyI < 8}.

It is now clear that Ao n U has the form

(4.47) Ao nU={G(T,y):ITI<8, YEE}

for a closed subset E of (-8,8). Moreover, write Wj = T2j - 1 + iT2j . Then the orthogonal
projection of G(T, y) onto TtH is equal to (Wl, ... ,wn-d, and for fixed y the set {G(T, y) :
ITI < 8} has the form

(4.48) {(g(y,W),w): Iwl < 8}

for a Cl-function g on {Iw\ < 8} x {Iy I < 8}, which is for fixed y E E an analytic function
of w.

Now, for each polynomial Pn, each test function 1/J E Lp
l

(E) (pi is the exponent conj ugate
to p) and each smooth test function X with compact support in {Iwl < 8} the following
equalities hold
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(4.49)
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J -' a
dm2n-2(W) 7jJ(y). x(w) . 8W

j
'Pn(g(y, w), w) = 0, j = 1, ... ,n - 1.

Iwl<6

(4.50)

Integrate by parts with respect to wand take the limit for n ~ 00, we get for each 7jJ E LP' (E)
and X E Ctf'(lwl < 6)

Jt/J(y)dy J(::!Hw). u(g(y, w), W)dm2n-2(W) = 0, j = 1, ... ,n - l.

E Iwl<6

Thus, for almost all y E E the function w --+ u(g(y l w), 'LV) satisfies the Cauchy-Riemann
equations in the weak sense and, therefore, it coincides almost everywhere on {Iw[ < 6} with
an analytic function of w. Claim 4.5 is proved. 0

Assume now that u is analytic on each N(s) with N(s) c An. The following two lemmas
will imply lemma 4.5, and hence, theorem 2b.

Lemma 4.6. 11 N(s) is contained in Ao then uIN(s) extends to an analytic function on
N(s).

Lemma 4.7. Suppose u E LP(Ho), 1 ::; P ::; 00. If ulAl is a CR-funciion and for each
N(s) C Ao the function u[N(s) is analytic, then u is a CR-function on Ho.

Proof of Lemma 4.6. Fix the analytic manifold N(s) C .An and consider the hypersurface

Mo ~f M n N(s) in N(s). Recall that each point in Mn N(s) can be joined with a point
in M n N(s) n U-y by an integral curve of the GJ(M)-vector field X2n- 2 (the integral curve
contained in M n N(s)). Note that u[N(s) is analytic on N(s) \ M and on N(s) n U-y.
Introduce Eueliclean coordinates on N (s) to ident ify N (s) wi th an open subset of cn- l and
consicler in these coordinates small parallel shifts Mt of Mo n N(s) to both sides of Mo (in
N(s)). Apply to the manifolds Mt the fact that the analytic extendability of CR-functions
on hypersurfaces to one-sided neighbourhoods propagates along CR-orbits. We use that for
each t i= 0 ulM t is a CR-function which has analytic extension to U, n N(s). By the choice
of U-y ancl by the fact that the Mt are parallel shifts of Mo, the set U, n N (s) contains for
each t elose to zero

1. open subsets Qt of Mt with the property that the GJ(Md-invariant hull of Qt is equal
to Mt and the Qt are parallel shifts of QOl

2. open subsets D l of N(s) which are parallel shifts of .00 , and contain a one-sided neigh
bourhood in N(s) of each point of Qt.

Thus, uIN(s) has analytic extension to a one-sided neighbourhood Ut of Mt for each
t i= 0 which is small enough, Ut being a small parallel shift of a one-sided neighbourhood Uo
of Mo. It follows that uIN(s) has analytic extension to each point of Mn N(s). 0
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Proof of Lemma 4.7. A proof for continuous functions instead of LP-functions was given
for example in [Di-Pi] for the case of C7-hypersurfaces and in [Jö4] for the case of CR
manifolds of higher codimension of dass C3 (in the last case the coordinates of the form
(4.45) are of dass 0 2

). We will give a proof for 0 2 hypersurfaces in t he LP-case. There
are some difficulties in the case of 0 2 hypersurfaces (the coordinates (4.45) are ensured only
to be Cl), so our proof will be elose to that in [Di-Pi]. Let U be a small open subset of
Ho, U c Ho. Suppose near U the hypersurface H can be described by (4.44). Write the
tangential Cauchy-Riemann operators Lj in coordinates (y, w), <.p(y, w) = (h(y, w) + iy, w).
We have to prove the tangential Cauchy-Riemann equations in the weak sense:

(4.51) J L}(X 0 'P) . U 0 'P dm2n-t (w, y) = 0

Iwl<5,lyl<8

for each smooth function X with compact support in U C <.p ({Iwl < 8} x {lyl < o}). Lj is
the transpose of L j in the considered coordinates. Suppose the diameter of U is sufficiently
small with respect to 8. To prove (4.51).we will divide the domain of integration. One part
will be contained in Al and the integral over this part will be zero (see elaim 4.7, below).
The other part will be a small neighbourhood of Ao. The estimate of the integral over this
part is based on the fact that u is analytic on each leaf in Ao and, therefore, u is elose to an
analytic function on the mentioned neighbourhood of Ao in an appropriate sense. We need
the following preparation.

Consider the set E = {y E (-8,8) : G(T, y) c Ao for [Tl< 8} (with G as in (4.45)). Let
XE be the characteristic function of E, XE = 1 on E and XE = 0 on (-0,8) \ E. We get
further a function f on (-8, 8) from the following considerations. The function G of (4.45)
defines Cl coordinates on U:

(w, h(w, y) + iy) = G(T, y).

The connection between coordinates (w, y) and (T, y) is the following:

Wj = Gj(T, y) = T2j - 1 + iT2j ,j = 1, ... ,n - 1; Y= Im Gn(T, y),

or, equivalently,

(4.52) (w, y) = (<.p-l 0 G)(T, y) with ep-l 0 G of elass Cl.

Denote the continuous function Lj (X 0 ep) which appears in (4.51) by r o<.p and fix it. (4.51)
becomes

(4.53) J J r 0 G· U 0 G·I det d(<p-t 0 G)ldm2n-t(T,y) = O.

ITI<8 lyl<8
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For y E (-8,8) we put now
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(4.54)

(4.55)

(4.57)

f(y) = J(r 0 G)(y, t) . (1l 0 G)(y, T) . Idet d(<p-l 0 G)(T, y) Idm2n-2(T).

ITI<S

Denote by E' the set of all points of E which are Lebesgue points for the function fand for
the function XE as weH. It is weH-kn~wn (see, for example, [Stein2]), that E \ E' has linear
measure zero. Let y E E'. Since y is a Lebesgue point for f the integral

IIty) I Jdy'(J(y) - f(y'))
I(y)

is arbitrarily small, if the length [1(y)1 of the interval I(y) C (-8,8), ·which contains y, is
small enough. Since y is a Lebesgue point for XE, there are intervals I(y) of arbitrarily small
length containing y, such that their end'points are contained in E. CaH intervals with end
points in E admissible.

Recall that for each y E E the set Q(y) = G( {[Tl< 5} x {y}) is an analytic manifold (of
complex codimension one in cn), and the function uIQ(y) is analytic. To each y E E' we
associate an analytic function u~ in a neighbourhood of Q(y) (in cn) which coincides with
ulQ(y) on Q(y). For each interval I C (-8,8) denote by BI the "box"

(4.56) BI = {G(T, y') : [Tl< 8, y' EI}.

If I = l(y) = (YI, Y2) with Yl < Y < Y2 and Yb Y2 E E we will call the box admissible

and denote it by B(y) ~f BI(fI)' The boundary pieces {G(T,Yk) : ]TI < 8}, k = 1,2, of
an admissible box B(y) are analytic manifolds and on the rest of the boundary of B(y) the
function r vanishes.

The lemma 4.7 follows now from the two claims below, and the covering theorem of Vitali
(for example [Stein 2), 1.5.5.4, or [Saks]).

Claim 4.6. Fix a small positive nUlnber c. For each y E E' there exist arbitrarily "thin"
admissible boxes B(y) = {G(T, y') : IT] < 8, y' E I(y)}, II(y) I arbitrarily smalI, such that

J r o<p, U 0 <p dm2n-l(W,y)! ~ €. C . m2';_I(<p-l(B(y)).

lp-l (8(y»

Claim 4.7. Let U' be a connected open subset contained in U \ An with piecewise smooth
boundary 8U'. Suppose 8U' is the union 0/ two disjoint sets 81 and 82 , where 81 is a connected
analytic manifold contained in An and X vanishes near 82 • Then
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(4.58) J Lj(X 0 'P)"' U 0 'f' dm2n-l (W, y) = O.

lp-l (U')

First we finish the proof of the lemma 4.7. Fix a sufficiently small € > O. By the covering
theorem of Vitali (applied to the set E' and small admissible covering intervals I(y) for
y E E') there exists a sequence of disjoint admissible intervals I(Yk), k = 1,2, ... which
satisfy the conclusion of claim 4.6 such that

(4.59)

Hence, for those I(Yk),

ml(E' \ UI(Yk)) = o.
k

(4.60) J Lj (X 0 'f') . U 0 'f' dm2n-l (w, y)I ~ c . C . (m2n-l ('f'-l (U B(Yk)))'

lp-l (U B(ylc))
k

(4.61 )

Show, that the integral over the complement is zero. Note first that

F ~f UI(Yk) \ UI(Yk) c E.
k k

Indeed, let y" be a limit point of the set UI(Yk) which is not contained in this set itself.
k

Then each interval I(Yk) is either on the right or on the left of y. and therefore y" is also
a limit point for the endpoints of the I(Yk)' The endpoints of the I(Yk) are contained in
E, E is closed, and, thus, y" E E. By (4.59) the set F has measure zero. Hence, the set
(-8,8) \ (U I(Yk) uE) differs from (-8,8) \ (U I(Yk)) by a set of zero linear measure, moreover

k k
it is the union of intervals with endpoints being either {-5} or {5} or contained in E. Thus,
the complement U \ {(U B(Yk)) U Ao} is the union of boxes of the form

BI = {G({[T] < 5} x I}

for intervals I with endpoints in E or {-5} or {5}, BI contained in U \ Al. Take in each
BI a suitable partition of the unit with a finite number of elements and apply claim 4.7. We
see that the integral of Lj(X 0 c.p) •u 0 c.p over the complement c.p-l (U \ (U B(Yk))) is equal to
zero. Since c > 0 in (4.60) can be taken arbitrarily small, lemma 4.7 is proved. 0

Proof of Claim 4.6. Consider admissible boxes B(y) = BI(y) with II(y)1 small and (4.55)
small enough. Recall that the support of the function r is contained in U with U c Ho.
Thus for small I(y) the box
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B(y) = {G(T,y'): ITI < 8, y' E l(y)}

(8 is some positive number smaller than 8) which is slightly smaller than ß(y) = ß l(y) in the
T-directions, contains U n B(y). We mayassurne that l(y) is so small that u~ is defined in

a neighbourhood of B(y). The integral on the left hand side of (4.57) is equal to

(4.62) I l = J r 0 G· U 0 G· Idet d(ep-l 0 G)I dm2n-I(T, y').

{ITI<6}xI(y)

We will show that this integral differs from

(4.63) I 2 = J r 0 G . u; 0 G ·1 det d(ep-l 0 G)I dm2n-I(T, y')

{ITI<6}xI(1I)

by a constant not exceeding the right hand side of (4.57) in modulus, and that the analyticity

of u= in a neighbourhood of B(y) implies that

(4.64)

Write

(4.65)

J r 0 ep . u; 0 ep dm2n-l (w, y) = J
lp-l (B( y)) rp-l (ß{lI))

Since u; is analytic, the equality Lj (u~ 0 cp) = 0 holds, thus

(4.66) J
tp-l (B{y)

cp-l (B(y)) has piecewise smooth boundary and on the smooth pieces either X 0 cp = 0 or L j

is tangent to the smooth piece. Thus, by Stoke's formula I 2 = o.
Estimate now I 1 - I 2 :



(4.67)

Now

dei
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J r 0 c·1 detd('f'-1 0 C)I· {u 0 C - u; 0 C} dm,n_l(T,y')

{ITI<6}xI(y)

J A(T, y'){u(T, y') - u;(T, y')} dm'n-t (T, y').

{ITI<6}xI(y)
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A(T, y'){u(t, v') u;(T, v')} =

A(T, y')u(T, v') A(T, y)u(T, y) +
(4.68) A(T, y )u:(T, y) A(T, y')u:(T, V') = Jl + Jz.

We used here that u;(T, y) = ti(T, V). Note that .

(4.69)

J .111 - IJ(J(y') - J(y)) dY'1
.{IT1<6}xI(y) I(y)

< c;II(y)l::; O· c;. mzn _t('P-1 (ß(y)),

if II(y)1 is small enough. (0 depends on the smalI, hut fixed constant 8, not on I(y).) Since
A . u~ is a continuous function, the estimate

(4.70)

holds for each (T, v') E {ITI < 5} x I(y) if II(y) I is less than some constant depending on y.
Thus, the integral of JZ is estimated in the same way. Claim 4.6 is proved. 0

Proof of Claim 4.7. We may suppose that zero is contained in 8t and, moreover, that there
is a neighbourhood U" of zero on Hand 0 2 coordinates <pt on U", 'Pt (v) = 'Pt (Vt, ... ,VZn-t) E
U", such that

(4.71 )

and

(4.72) u' = {'Pt (v) E U" : Vt > O}.

Let Lj be the tangential Cauchy-Riemann operators written in these coordinates and take
the transposes l} in these coordinates. We have to prove
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(4.73) J Ljx' ü dmZn-l = O.

{VI >O}

Here X and u are the functions X and u written in these coordinates. For each c > 0 let
Xe be a smooth function defined in IR. 2n-\ which depends only on the first coordinates Vb

X~ = 1 on {VI ;::: c}, XI! = 0 on {VI ::; ~} and

(4.74) 0 < ~v < Cc- l
- ßVIAI! -

for some constant C not depending on c. XXI! has compact support in U' and u is a CR
function on lj', thus

(4.75)

But

J Lj(xx<)' ü dmZn-l = O.

{VI >o}

(4.76) + J XLj(1- X<)· ü dmZn-l = 1+11.

{VI >o}

I --+ 0 for c --+ 0 since (1 - Xe) --+ 0 pointwise. L{X~ vanishes outside the strip SI! = {~ <
VI < c}. Write Lj = L iik,j(v) a~k' Lj is tangent to VI = 0, thus for VI = 0 the coefficient
al,j(v) vanishes. On the strip Se the estimate

(4.77) lal,j(v) I ::; Const c

holds, since the coefficients of Lj are of dass Cl. Since XI! depends only on VI, from (4.74)
follows now that 11 --+ 0 for c --+ O. Claim 4.7 is proved. 0

5. AN EXAMPLE OF AN EXCEPTIONAL MINIMAL eR-INVARIANT SET

In this section we will prove theorem 4. We start with areal analytic compact manifold
of dimension three which carries areal analytic foliation of codimension one with an excep
tional minimal set. Such examples can be obtained by the classical suspension construction
(see, for example, (He-Hi], part A, pp, 124/125; part B, pp .. 33-35). The manifold we will
consider here is diffeomorphic to B x 'Ir, where 'Ir is the unit circle in the plane and B is the
oriented surface of genus two. For convenience of the reader we recall briefly the construction
of the foliation (for more details, see (He-Hi]). Consider the fundamental graup 7rl(B, bo)
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of B with fixed point bo and define a representation H of 1fl(B, bo) ioto the group of ori
entation preserving real analytic diffeomorphisms of the circle 1r onto itself in the follqwing
way. Choose standard generators a l , bl , all b2. of 1fl(B, bo). The loops all bl., 0.2 , b2 in Figure
3 represent a1 , b11 a2., b2. in 1fl (B).

Put

H(bd = H(b 2 ) = id,

(5.1) H(at}. = h}, H(a2) = h2 ,

where id denotes the identity mapping of 1[' and h1 and h2 are the restrictions to 1[' of
hyperbolic transformations of the Riemann sphere which let invariant the unit disco (In fact,
we have a representation of the free group of rank two, IF2l the fundamental group of the
"handle body", bounded by the surface B.)

For j = 1,2 the mapping h j has two fixed points on the unit circle, one attractive and one
repulsive. Suppose all fixed points are different. Then h1 and h2 generate a discontinuous
group G of transformations of the Riemann sphere with the property that the limit set

La = {z: lirn 9n(Z') ~ z for some z' E D and distinct elements 9n E G}
n-co

i8 a Cantor set. S~ [Le] (e.g. p. 100-105) for more detailed information. Thus, the group
G of diffeomorphisms of 1[' has an invariant Cantor set, and no finite subset of 1r is invariant
for G.

The foliation is now constructed in the following way: Let B be the universal covering
of B. Identify 1fl (B, bo) with the group of covering translations. It acts on iJ x 1[' in the
following way:

(5.2)

A: 7ft{B,bo) x (13 x T) ~ (B x T)

(" ( b, ()) ~ (iB,H(i)().

Denote the quotient B x T / A by 9J1 and the projection from B x 1r onto 9J1 by P. 9J1 is
a compact real analytic rnanifold. On the manifold iJ x 1r we have a canonical real analytic
foliation of codimension one, namely, that with leaves B x {Co}, (0 E 1r fixed. The rnapping
A maps leaves onto leaves. So we get areal analytic foliation on the quotient 001 = B x "Ir / A.

We have to prove two assertion8:

1. 9J1 i8 diffeomorphic to B x 1['.

2. We get a foliation on 9J1 with an exceptional minimal set, but without closed leaves.

To see the second fact we mention that for each fixed bEB the closed curve {b} x T i8
transver8e to the Ieaves of the canonical foliation of B x 1['. Thus, the image under P of this
curve i8 transverse to the leaves in 9J1.

It is easy to see that for an arbitrary element i of 7fl(B, bo) the points P((b, ()) and
P((7-1b,()) = P((b,H(i)()) belong to the same leaf in 9J1 = P(B x 1['). For all i the
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(5.3)

points P( (h, H(, )()) are the intersections of the leaf through P( (b, ()) with the transversal
P( {b} x T) to the foliation of 911. Recall now that the group G of diffeomorphisms of T,
generated by h1 = H(ad and h2 = H(a2)' has an invariant Cantor set but no finite invariant
set. The exsistence of an exceptional minimal set and the absence of a closed leaf in 9Jt
are now clear from the characterization of exceptional leaves (closed leaves, respectively) by
their intersections with transversals (see [He-Hi] or section 2 of the present paper) ....

To see that the first assertion is true it is enough to have a diffeomorphism of iJ x T onto
itself which transforms the following inapping Ao into the mapping A:

Ao : 7f1 ( B, bo) x (iJ x 1r) -4 (iJ x T)

(1, ( h, ()) -4 (,b,().
The quotient space fJ x T / Ao is obviously equal to B x T. Thus, we have to construct a
smooth mapping

(5.4)

which is for fixed bE iJ a diffeomorphis~ of T onto itself, such that

(5.5) u(,b, () = H( f )u(b, ()

for (b, () E iJ x T and 'I E 7f1 (B, bo). This can be done in the following way. Consider the
normal polygon '13 of the surface B with the symbol a~b~a~~b~l.a2.b2.a;l.b;-l. (see Figure 4, for
more detailed information we refer to the book of Springer [Sp]). Construct first a suitable
mapping ü which satisfies (5.5) for ( E T and for b belonging to the boundary ~ of the
normal polygon. Extend the mapping fi to the inside of the normal polygon and then, using
(5.5), to the whole universal covering. It is not difficult to see that this can he done explicitly
(for more details see also [He-Hin.

Now, we will üse the manifold 9Jt with the real analytic foEation to construct the example
required in theorem 4. First we will obtain areal analytic imbedding cp 0/ the compact

manifold 9Jt as a totally real submanifold M ~f cp(9J1) of(53. Start with a smooth totally real
imbedding of B x T into (;'3. For example, suppose B is already realized as a smooth proper
submanifold of IR3

. For each point bEB let v(b) be the unit normal which corresponds to a
fixed orientation of B. Consider IR3 as the real subspace of C3. The follawing mapping from
B X 11' inta C3 ,

(5.6) (b, () -4 b + v( b) . c(, bEB, (E 1[',

is a smooth totally real imbedding of B x 1[' inta C3 (e is a small positive numher). Recall
that B x T is diffeomorphic to 9Jt.

By results of Bruhat-Whitney and Grauert (see e.g. [Grau]) the smooth totally real
imbedding of the compact real analytic manifold 001 may be approximated in Cl by areal
analytic imbedding r.p (which is totally real as before). Thus, we get a compact totally real,

real analytic manifold M ~f cp(9J1) contained in (53. On M areal analytic codimension one
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(2)( ) (3)())epij XI, X2,X3, 'Pij X3 .

The connected components of the sets {p E Ui: 'P~3)(p) = const} are the connected
components of the intersection of the leaves with Ui.

The strictly pseudoconvex domain n in the assertion of theorem 4 will now be a small
tubular neighbourhood of M

foliation with a minimal exceptional set is defined, namely the foliation which is conjugate
to the foliation on 9J1 (under the real analytic mapping 'P). So we have areal analytic ,atlas
A = {(Ui, 'Pi)}, where {Ud is a covering of M with open sets, 'Pi : Ui ~ Vi C IR3 are real
analytic homeomorphisms such that the coordinate transformations

(5.7) 'Pij = 'Pi 0 'Pj1 : 'Pj(Ui n Uj ) ~ IR3 = 1R 2
X IR

are real analytic mappings of the form

(5.8) epij(X1, X2, X3) = ('Pg)(XI, X2, X3),

(5.9) o = Os ~f {z E c'3: dist(z, M) < 5}

for some small positive 8. The elosed CR-manifold M in the assertion of theorem 4 will be
the intersection of the boundary an with a smooth hypersurface N in cn defined in the
following way.

Let {Ui} be a covering of M with open sets, the Ui being relatively compact subsets of
the Ui. Consider the real analytic mappings

- - 3(5.10) !jJi = 'PdUi ~ Vi c IR .

The inverses

(5.11)

which map the open subset ~ of IR3 anto the open subset Üi of the totally real manifold
M contained in C3, can be extended to a complex analytic homeomorphism (c!jJi)-l of a
complex neighbourhood c~ of iIi in Cl onto a complex neighbourhood cUi of Üi in (;3. If
the c'Ci are elose enough to the 'Ci, then cUi nc Uj is elose to a relatively compact subset of
Ui n Uj for each pair i and j. Hence, the real analytic mappings 'Pij (see (5.7)) extend to
complex analytic mappings

c - C- (C - )-1 C- (CU n CU ) ..,-,3'Pij = 'Pi' 'Pj : 'Pj i j ~ l,L..

of the form

(5.12)

Note now, that for z E cl!: with real third component Z3 = X3 the third component c!jJ~~)

of the mapping c<pij is real (see (5.8)). Denote by r\fi the set

(5.13) r\% = {z E Vi: Z3 = X3 E IR}.
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If the c\% are elose enough to 'Ci and 8 is small enough, then the sets

(5.14) r Ui = Cepi 1r'Ci) n [226

cover areal analytic five-dimensional manifold N which is relatively elosed in !l26. Moreover,
the mappings cepij (see (5.11)) restricted to cepj(rUi n rUj) define in view of (5.12) areal
analytic codimension one foliation on N. The connected components of the intersections
of the leaves in N with the sets r Üj are the connected components of the complex analytic
manifolds

(5.15)

The complex dimension of these complex analytic manifolds is two.

The codimension one foliation of N has an exceptional minimal set SN, but no relatively
elosed leaf. This can be easily seen hy looking on the intersection of leaves with transversals.
Since each point of N can be connected with a point in M by a curve contained in one single
leaf, it is enough to consider arbitrary points p of M and look on the intersection of the leaf
through p with a transversal contained in M. Now the assertion is clear from the property
of the foliation of M.

Note now that the set As ~f SN n fls i8 relatively closed in 0 6 and it is the union of
analytic manifolds of complex codimension one in 0 6• Moreover, As = SN n!1s is contained
in the real hypersurface N n Os, hut it8 does not coincide with this hyper8urface. It follows
that [26 \ SN = 0 6 \ As is connected and pseudoconvex.

Consider now the set S ~f SN" n a06• Note that the tangent space TpN" of N at a point
p of the subset M of N is spanned hy TpM and the tangent space Tp.c~ of the (complex)
leaf .c~ through p in the foliated manifold JV (see (5.13), (5.14) and (5.15)). The space
Tp..c~ i8 the (real) linear hull of Tp.c; and JTp.c;. Here J is the multiplication with the
imaginary unit and .c; is the (real) leaf through p in the foliated (totally real) manifold
M. Hence, Tp1V is spanned by TpJ\.1 and two linearly independent real vectors from JTp.c;
which are transerse to M. From these argument it is elear that for sufficiently small positive
{; the boundary ans intersects N transversally at each point. Moreover, ans intersects
each complex leaf contained in N transversally. Thus M = JV n ans is a compact generic
CR-manifold with a codimension one foliation, the leaves being maximally complex CR
manifolds of real dimension three. Looking on small transversals to the leaves in M (which
are transversals also for the leaves of N) we see, that M has an exceptional minimal set but
no closed leaves. Theorem 4 is proved. 0

6. EXAMPLES AND OPEN PROBLEMS

Here we will collect a few open problems and examples.
The first problem is the question whether a generalization of the theorem of Harvey and
Lawson holds. We consider instead of compact maximally complex CR-manifolds contained
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in strictly pseudoconvex boundaries exceptional minimal compact CR-invariant subsets of
CR-manifolds contained in strictly pseudoconvex boundaries.

6.1. Problem. Suppose 0 is a strictly pseudoconvex domain in cn, n ~ 3, with boundanJ 01
class Coo. Let M be a proper submanilold 01 ao 0/ class 0 00 which is a generic CR-manilold
01 real codimension two in cn. Suppose M contains an exceptional minimal compact CR
invariant set S (precisely GJ(M)-invariant set 5). Is S the boundary 0/ a singularity set
in 0 ~ More precisely, does there exist a closed subset A = A 01 0 such that A n ao = S
and 0 \ A is pseudoconvex~ /1 such a singularity set A exists, it is clearly minimal, i.e.
there is no non-e1npty closed subset Al = Al 0/ A not coinciding with A, such that n\ Al is
pseudoconvex.

The problem may be reformulated. Since each smooth maximally complex CR-manifold
contained in a strictly pseudoconvex boundary bounds locally an analytic manifold we get
a relatively closed· subset X s of a "ring domain" n \ fh (01 a relatively compact open
subset of 0) with X s n ao = 5, such that X s is the union of (non-proper) submanifolds
of n \ 0 1 which are analytic manifolds 9f complex dimension n - 1. Thus, each boundary
point of 0 \ (01 U X s ) which is not contained in aO I is a pseudoconvex boundary point. So,
the problem is equivalent to the quest ion whether a certain plurisubharmonic function of a
special kind defined in a "ring domain" 0 \ Ob has plurisubharmonic extension to the whole
domain O. This is not true for general plurisubharmonic functions ([Fo-Si]).

6.2. Problem. Let 0 and M be as in problem 1. Do there exist simple topological conditions
on M which exclude the existence 0/

1. compact maximally complex CR-mani/olds 0/ dimension 2n - 3 contained in M,
2. exceptional minimal compact CR-invariant subsets 0/ 1\1 '?

(Compare with the problem posed in [Ci-St]). The problem is motivated by results concern
ing the corresponding problem in Cl: totally real discs in strictly pseudoconvex boundaries
in t,C2 are removable ([Jöl],[Fo-St], [DuvJ).

We give the following discussion. To study the removability (or, equivalently, the convexity
with respect to suitable function spaces) of totally real manifolds M in strictly pseudoconvex
boundaries an in Cl it is useful to consider the characteristic foliation. For each p E M the
intersection TpM nT;an is arealline. Let M be diffeomorphic to an open planar disco We
get a non-singular vector field on M. The associated foliation is the characteristic foliation.
Let ]( be a compact subset of M.

By Oka's characterization principle for huUs the leaves of the characteristic foliation are
" der "

transverse to the trace of the essential hull /(tr = (K \ ]() n ]( of ]( on M. The theory of
Poincare and Bendixson implies now that each compact subset of M is convex with respect
to a suitable space of analytic functions and hence it is removable ([JÖl],[Duv]). Let M now
be a sufficiently smooth generic orientable CR-manifold of codimension 2 in Cl contained in
a strictly pseudoconvex boundary an in C3, n ~ 3. We mayaiso consider a characteristic
flow on M. Indeed, the linear space TpM nT;an has codimension 2 in Tpan for each p E M.
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Moreover, for each p E M it contains the linear space TiM which has codimension 3 in Tpan.
Consider the orthogonal complement (TpM nTian) eT;M of T;M in TpM nT;n. This is
areal line for each p E M, and thus we get a non-singular vector field on M. By a theorem
of Forstneric [Fo} the vector field is transverse to each CR-submanifold of M. (Indeed, the
tangent space of a CR-submanifold of M contains T;Mbut it is not contained in T;an.) So,
in principle, CR-invariant subsets could be studied by looking at the characteristic foliation
(i.e. by looking at a foliation which is transverse to the set we are interested in). But an
analogue of the Poincare-Bendixson t-heory fails for flows on manifolds of dimension greater
than two. Even if the manifold is diffeomorphic to an Euclidean ball, in general there may
be, for exampIe, cycles or limi t cycles.

On the other hand we get some more information than in case of dimension n = 2. We
have a geometrie understanding of the obstructions for removability (see theorems 2 and 3).

6.2.a. Question. Do the theorems!! and 3 give any suggestions which are helpful for
a geometrie understanding of eorresponding problems in (J? In partieular, are there any
suggestions related to the well-known open question whieh totally real dises in <Cl are poly
nomially convex? (See for example [JÖl],[Duv-Sij.
We wish to add two remarks concerning the discussion of problem 6.2.
First remark: For finding topological conditions of M which exclude the existence of COffi

pact maximally complex CR-submanifolds of 1\1 with finite fundamental group (in particular,
simply conneeted maximally complex CR-submanifolds) stability theorems like Reeb's sta
bility theorem are helpful ([He-Hi, B, p. 97]). But even if n is the unit ball ]ß3 in (;'3 there
are compact maximally complex CR-manifolds of dimension 3 contained in the boundary
aB3 with infinite fundamental group. We ask the following concrete
6.2. b. Question. ls there a smooth (COO) generic CR-manifold M whieh is diffeomorphie
to the real (2n - 2) -ball b2n- 2 and properly imbedded into the boundary aIßn of the unit ball
Bn in cn, which contains a compaet maximally complex CR-manifold of dimension 2n - 3?

We conclude the first remark with the following example of a compact (2n-3)-dimensional
maximally complex CR-manifold contained in the boundary of the unit ball Ißn in cn with
infinite fundamental group. The example was told to the author by Alex Dimca ([Di]).
6.2.c. Example. lf € > 0 is small and the natural number n exceeds two, then the set

(6.1) N = {(Zt, Z2, . .. ,zn) E ßIan
: Zt . Z2 ..•.. Zn = €}

is a (conneeted) smooth compact maximally conplex CR-manifold of dimension 2n - 3, which
is diffeomorphic to the produet sn-2 X (SI )n-1. (51 is the unit circle, sn-2 is the (n - 2)
dimensional unit sphere in !Rn-I). Thus N has infinite fundamental group.
Indeed, for j = 1, ... , n - 1 write Zj = rj(j with rj E (0,00) and (j E Si and put

(6.2)
C

Zn = ----------
r1 ..... rn-I' (1 ..... (n-t



(6.3)
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We see that N is diffeomorphic to the direct product of the set

{

. 2

N' = (rb"" rn-I) E {(O, +oo)}n-I : r; + ... + r~_1 + 2 C; 2
r l ..... r n-I

and the set
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(6.4) {((I,'" '(n-t,((l· ... · (n_d-1): (j E 51 for j = 1, ... ,n -I}.
The last set is diffeomorphic to (51 )n-1. The set N' is a level set of the smooth function 9,

)
2 2 e

2

(6.5) 9(rl, ... ,rn-1 =r1 +···+rn - 1 + 2 2'
r 1 ••••• r n-1

A simple caleulation shows that 9 has exaetly one cri tical point, namely the point (c ~ , ... ,e ~).
Using the relation between the arithmetic and the geometrie mean, it is easy to see that on
the set {r: +... + r~_1 = 8} the function 9 takes the smallest value if all rj are equal. This

implies easily that 9 has a minimum 9min at (e~, . .. ,€~). Thus, for eaeh number t > 9min

the set {g = t} is diffeomorphie to sn-2. We got that for small e > 0 the boundary 8Ißn
interseets the analytie manifold {(Zl, Z2, ... , zn) E cn . ZI Z2 ..... Zn = €} transversally,
hence N is a compaet maximally complex CR-manifold. Moreover, N is diffeomorphic to
sn-2 X (SI )n-I.

The second remark is the following. For excluding the existence of compact CR
invariant subsets of a CR-manifold M (M as in problem 6.2) it is not enough to exdude the
existence of compact CR-submanilolds of all eR-manifolds MI which are sufficiently dose
to 1\1 in some C\ k 2:: 2. One has to deal with exceptional minimal compaet CR-invariant
subsets separately. Indeed, with a suitable ehoice of the hyperbolie transformations h l and
h2 the example of section 5 is stable under small perturbations, i.e. any foliation whieh is
elose enough to that of section 5 is topologically conjugate to it (personal communication
by E. Ghys [GhJ).
6.3.a. Problem. Prove the analogue 01 theorem 2b in the lollowing situation:

1. replace hypersurfaces by sufficiently smooth generic CR-manifolds 9Jt imbedded into cn
01 arbitrary codimension not exceeding (n - 2),-

2. replace M by a generic (proper) submanifold 019Jt 01 real codimension one in 9Jt.

(The condition on the codimension of 9Jt is equivalent to the fact that the CR-dimension of
9Jt is positive, i.e. M is a CR-manifold.)
6.3.b. Suppose the hypersurface Hand the CR-manifold M in theorem 2b are of dass Coo.
1s the analogue 01 theorem 2b for distributions true? In other words) is each compaet subset
!{ of M removable for CR-distributions (see the definition in seetion 0), if it does not contain
CR-invariant subsets 01 M?
Note, that this is true if H is strictly pseudoconvex from one side. In this case CR
distributions on open parts of H have analytic extension (in the distribution sense) to the
pseudoconvex side. The scheme of the proof of theorem 2 shows that eR-distributions on
H \!{ have analytic extension to a one-sided neighbourhood of H. It remains to give growth
estimates of the analytic extension near the hypersurface H.
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6.3.c. Let 001 be a generic CR-manifold embedded into cn of dimension (n +1), and let M
be a generic submanifold of fJJt of codimension one in fJJt. In other words, CR-dirn 9Jl == 1
and M is totally real. If n == 2 9Jl is a hypersurface.

If an orientable (not necessarily closed) hypersurface,in Cl is strictly pseudoconvex from
one side then closed totally real discs in 9J1 are (E', ßb)-rernovable and (Loo, ßb)-removable
([Jöl], the analogs of corollaries 2 and 3 of theorem 2'). See also the Ll-result in [An-Ci].
l1'hat is the right analogue of these results for n > 2 '?

The case of CR-dirn 9Jl = 1 seems· to be especially difficult to handle. On the totally real
manifold M there is no obvious structure associated to the obstructions for removability
(as, for example, in theorem 2b). On the other hand, it is difficult to get some information
using one-dimensional foliations (flows) which are transverse to these obstructions, since the
theory of Poincare and Bendixson fails for dirn M > 2 (see the discussion of problem 6.2).

Before stating the fourth problem we give two examples:
6.4.a. Example. Let M be a connected compact maximally complex CR:manifold of class
C2 and of dimension 2n - 3 contained in 8Ißn, n :2:: 3. Then the germ of envelopes of
holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods (contained in Ißn) of 8JIWl \ M (denote it by H(ßJRn \
M) for short) is one-sheeted over C" and is equal to Ißn \ V, where V is the analytic variety
in Bn with "boundary" M which exists by the theorem of Harvey and Lawson (compare wilh
lhe proolol theonim 1).

Indeed, V is locally the zero set of an analytic function: There is a covering {Ui} of Ißn
with open sets and analytic functions fi in Vi such that V n Ui = {z E Ui : Ji(Z) = O}.
Moreover, we mayassume that in Ui n Vj the equality

(6.6) f · - h··f·1 - 11 1

holds for an analytic function hij without zeros in Ui n Uj (for more detailed information on
analytic varieties see also [CiD. Since the cohomology H2(JRn l Z) vanishes, there are analytic
functions hi in Ui without zeros, such that

(6.7)

(see for example [Hö]). Hence, the function /, which is equal to Jihil on Ui, is a correctly
defined analytic function in :sn with the property that V = {z E Rn : f(z) = O}. It follows
now by the same methods as for sets in ~ (see for example [Jö3]) that H(8Bn \ M) is equal
to r \ v.

Now, we give an example of a compact subset K I of a CR-manifold MI contained in 8B3
for which the germ oI the envelopes of holomorphy of one-sided neighbourhoods of 8]ß3 \ K1l

is not a domain in (;3 , i.e. H (8B3\ K 1) is multisheeted .. This is aperturbation of the exampIe
1.1.
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6.4.b. Example. Let I = (O,~) and let M denote the CR-"manifold of example 1.1,
M = {z E aw :ZI E 1}. Let !{ c M be the compaet set

(6.8) !( = {z E aßt3 : ZI E 1I },

where 11 = (~,~) is an interval which closu.re is contained in (0, ~). 1( is the union 0/ spheres

51;1 = {Zl} X {(Z2, Z3) : IZ212 + IZ31 2 = 1 - IZ11 2}, ZI E 11, Each 51;1 is a CR-orbit.

Let U be a small neighbourhood on M of the curve {(z}, Jl - Iz11 2 , 0) : ZI E 1]}, which
does not intersect the spheres 51;1 for Z] E I \ 1lJ and suppose tor z] E 11 the set U n 5Z1 is
connected and its closure does not coincide with the whole sphere 5Z1 ' Suppose MI C aw is
a sufficiently small perturbation 0/ M, say 0/ class coo, which fixes all points 0/ M \ U and
moves all points 0/ U into some set U1 which is contained in ant3\ M (the mani/old M has
codimension one in aw, so this can always be done). Put

(6.9) 1(1 = {(1nt 1( \ U) u V]} U 81 U 5~ = [nt K 1 U Sl U S;l.
" s s s s

Then H(8nt3 \ 1(1) is at least twosheeted.

The assertion in the example is not quite obvious. To prove it we start with the following
6.4.c. Claim. 1/ MI is close enough to M then the CR-invariant subset [nt 1(] 0/ MI
consisis %ne single CR~orbit 0/ MI, or, equivalently, [nt [(] does not contain a CR-orbit
0/ codimension one.
Proof of the claim. Since Int 1(] is a. connected component of 1\1] \ (51 U 5;l) and 51 US3

S 6 ! i
is CR-invariant, the CR-invariance of Int 1(1 is clear (lemma 2.1). The equivalence of the
two assertions of the claim follows from the connectedness of Int 1(1.

Let now p be in Int [(I \ U1, i.e. p is in the unperturbed part of 1(. Suppose p E SZI'
ZI E 1]. The GJ(Md-orbit through p contains a large open part of 81;1' SZl lies on the analytic
manifold {z]} x Cl in C3. If the GJ(M])-orbit through ZI would have codimension one it
would locally bound an analytic manifold (immersed in B3

). By uniqueness this manifold
must be contained in {z]} x C2. Hence, the GJ(Mt}-orbit through p must be contained in
5 Z1 ' Since [(I is a compact eR-invariant subset of M] the GJ(Mt}-orbit through p must
be metrically complete (lemmas 2.5 and 2.6). Hence, it must coincide with S1;I' But M]
does not contain 51;1 (recall that for each (I E 1] certain points of S'l are moved out off M).
This contradiction proves that the GJ (M1)-orbit through each point p EInt 1(1 \ U] has
codimension zero.

It remains to see, that the orbits through points in lnt [(I n U1 have codimension zero.
This is implied by the following arguments. Let U' be a small open neighbourhood of U on
M. Each point q E U can be joined with a point in !( \ U' by a piecewise GJ(M)-curve
{q' If Mi is close to M (in C 2

), then to each pair of points q E M and qI E MI with small
Euclidean distance lq - ql] in C" and to each piecewise GJ(M)-curve /q with starting point q

corresponds a piecewise GJ(Mt}-curve /~:) with starting point ql, such that /~:) is dose to /q

(see section 2, the proof of proposition 2.4). Since U and 1( \ U' are compact the arguments
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apply uniformly for suitable pairs (q, qd with ql running over the whole set VI. Hence each
point q1 E VI can be joined with a point in MI \ U 1 = M \ U by a piecewise GJ(Md-curve.
By the CR-invariance of lnt /(1 each point q1 E Int](l n VI can be joined with a point in
lnt /(1 \ U, thus the GJ(Md-orbit through each point of lnt 1(1 has codimension zero. The
elaim is proved. 0

Now, we prove that H(8W \ ](t) is at least twosheeted.
Since lnt /(1 consists of one single CR-orbit, each continuous CR-function on Int /(1 is

wedge-extendable at each point of lot K 1 • (It is enough to use here the propagation of
wedge-extendability along orbits and the fact, that lnt ](1 contains a minimal point, since it
is contained in 8Ia3 and hence does not contain analytic manifolds.) Consider CR-manifolds
Mt and M 1- which are contained in 8]ß3 \ MI, are elose enough in some Ck, k 2::: 2, to
MI and are locally situated on different sides of MI in 8Iß3 . Fix a suitable small one-sided

+ +
neighbourhood 0 of 8nt3 \ /(, 0 C Iß3. Consider rM1 (-) = {rz : z E MI (-) } for some
r < 1 elose enough to 1, such that rMt and rMI are contained in O.

By proposition 2.4 there are relatively open subsets Nt and Nt of rMt and rM1-, re
spectively, which are elose (in Ck

) to lnt 1<1 and dü not contain compact GJ(rMt)-invariant
subsets (GJ(rMt)-invariant subsets, respectively). Hence, there is a GJ(rMt)-orbit which
contains Nt and a GJ(rMt)-orbit which contains Nt. Therefore, each continuous CR
function on rMt (rM1-, respectively), in particular the restriction to this set of each analytic
function in 0, is wedge-extendable at each point of rMt and rMt. If r is elose enough to
1 and Mt and MI are elose enough to Mt, by continuity (see for example lemma 3.5) the
corresponding wedges W1+ and W1- with edges in r Mt and rMt, respectively, overlap.

It remains to see that for some analytic function in 0 the analytic continuation from
r Mi ioto Wi does not coiocide with the analytic continuation from r Mt into W1- on the
overlapping of this wedge. Consider a branch of the function {(~ - z)(z - ~)-l}t on the set

C\ 11 . (C = Cu {<X>} is the Riemann sphere). The Riemann surface R of this function is a
twosheeted coveriog of the set t \ ({ ~} U {~}). Denote the corresponding analytic function
on n by f. Since

(6.10)

it is not hard to see that there is an embedding i of 8B3 \ ](1 iota R x C2 such that for
the canonic projection 7r of n x C2 onto (C \ ({i} u {~})) x Cl the superposition 7r 0 i is
the identity map on 8Iß3 \ ](1. Denote by the same letter i a continuation of the considered
imbedding ta a suitable one-sided neighbourhood 0' C lß3 of 8Iß3 \ /(t, such that as before
7r 0 i is the identity map (on 0'). Consider on n x Cl the function :F which depends only
on the first variable zER and is equal to f( z) for fixed values of the second and third
variables. It is now elear that the function :F o· i defines an analytic function on 0' with
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different values of the analytic continuation to the intersection of the wedges wt and w1

mentioned above. We proved that H(aB3 \ ](1) is at least twosheeted. 0

Now, we may formulate the fourth problem.
6.4.d. Problem. Let n be a strictly pseudoconvex 'domain in cn J n ~ 3, and let ](
be a compact subset of a (2n - 2)~dimensional generic submanifold M of an. Denote the
germ 01 envelopes of holomorphy 01 one-sided neighbourhoods of an \ K, contained in n, by
H(ßf2 \ K). Continue the study 01 the question whether H(an \ K) is muItisheeted (see the
examples 6.4.a and 6.4.b and the diScussion in seetion 0). What is the number of sheetsq

We add the foIlowing more concrete questions.
6.4.e. Question. Let n be the domain of theorem 4 and let S be the exceptional minimal
set of that theorem. 1s H(an \ S) onesheeted and equal to the pseudoconvex domain n \ As
(which appeared in the proof of theorem 4)?
6.4.f. Question. Let n be an arbitrary strietly pseudoconvex domain in C" and let ]( be
a compact CR-invariant subset of a (2n - 2) ~dimensional ge"-neric submanifold M of an. 1s
H(an \ K) onesheeted, if

i) 1( is the union of (proper) compact maximally complex CR~manifolds of real dimension
2n-3,
or more generally,

ii) K is the union of minimal compact CR~invariant subsets of 1\1 (i.e. K is the union 01
a set as in i) and certain exceptional minimal sets),
or yet more generally,

iii) K is the union 01 CR~orbits 01 codimension one in M (i.e. K is the union of a set like
in ii) and certain locally dense orbits)?

6.4.g. Question. Let n and M be as in question 6.4./ and {et K be a compact CR-invariant
subset of M.
1s H(an \ K) always multisheeted if ]( contains eR-orbits of full dimension?
What is the image of H(an \ K) under the canonical projection 1r?

The last problem concerns generalizations of the present theorems to abstract CR-manifolds
or even to operators different from Cauchy-Riemann operators.
6.5.a. Problem. Certain statement of results and problems on removable singularities
(e.g. theorems 2b and 3, problems 6.3.a, 6.3.b and 6.3.c and the (E', ab )-analog as weIl as the
(LOO, ab)~analog of theorem 2' in [Jöl]) do not use the fact that we have to do with certain
hypersurfaces (or CR-manifolds of higher codimension) imbedded into cn. Prove theorems
on removable singularities for general CR~manifolds (which are not necessarily even locally
imbedded into some cn).
6.5.b. Look on the statements mentioned in problem 6.5.a in the following way. Suppose
we have a CR-manifold on which we may introduce global Euclidean coordinates. We get an
open subset of some RN and a first order differential operator or a system of such operators
defined in this set. This operator or system of operators has large removable sets for some
spaces of functions or distributions: The removable singularities may be metrically much
more massive than the general theory [Ha~Po] predicts. Understand this phenomenon in
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operator theoretic tenns, say in terms 0/ the symbols 0/ the operators. Is there some notion of
convexity corresponding to individual operators which he/ps to understand the phenomenon?
Mat can be done for more general operators?

This article was done at the Max-Planck-Institute für Mathematik and the Max-Planck
Arbeitsgruppe "Algebraische Geometrie und Zahlentheorie". The author also wants to thank
Th. Fielder, A. Juhl and L. Stout for several helpful discussions.

After this paper was finished the author knew about the preprint of S. Berhanu and G.A.
Mendoza "Orbits and global unique continuation for systems of vector fields", where things
related to our section 2 are treated. There is some intersection of that work with our section
2.
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